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Introduction

This information packet, prepared by the ERIC Counseling and
Personnel Services Center, is intended to alert the user a body
of literature on a topic of current interest to counselors. It
identifies research reports that have been cited in the Educational
Resources Information Center's (ERIC) publication, Research in
Education (RIE), in Dissertation Abstracts International, and in
ERIC's Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE) from March
1973 through September 1974.

Ordering Instructions

Searchlight has attempted to give availability for all materials
listed in this packet. In most cases, it is possible to obtain a
personal copy of the title listed. The sources fall into three
groupings:

ERIC Documents
References in this search for which an ED (ERIC Document)
number is given may be ordered from the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service (EDRS). Copies are available in
either hard (photo) copy or in microfiche form. The
microfiche require a special machine for use. To order
any of the ED materials, please refer to the EDRS Order
Blank at the back of this packet.

Doctoral Dissertations

All dissertations listed in this search have been drawn
from Dissertation Abstracts International, a publication
of University Microfilms. They are available on micro-
film (MF) at $5.00 per dissertation, or in bound photo
copy (X) at $11.00 per dissertation from University
Microfilms.
To order, give the following information:

1) Order number
2) Author's last name and initials
3) Type of copy desired (microfilm or hard copy)
4) Your name and address (list separately for

billing and shipping, if they are different)
Send your order, with payment, to University Microfilms,
300 North Zee!, Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.

Journal Articles

Journal articles are available from the original journal
in library or personal collections. Refer to the entry
for volume and page designations.

Ii
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Students Helping Students Program. 1971-72.
inal Report.

Seattle Public S. hoods. Wash Planning and
1 salvation Dept

Spoils Agency Office of Iducation tDHI NS ).
Washington. DC Dis of ( ompesisator) 1 du
canon

Pub Diu. Aug 72
Note 4(p
11)1(5 Price 51140.6511C.S3.29
!kw-raptors- Cross Age leaching. 101sentary

School Student, (.rode 7. load,: S. Language
Instruction. Mathensatics Instruction, Pment
Participation. Pect leaching. Reading In
s'ruction. Student Attitudes. tutorial Pro
grans. 1 attiring

Modifiers 'flementary Secondary Educator
Act Idle 1 ES! A lilt 1
lb,: purposes of this study were to deternime

what contest clues are used by sixth grade chd
dren as they read narrative and expositorytory
materials and to determine if narrative writing of
ter. different clues man expositor writing A
further purpose of this study was to des chip
classification whema or schemata of contest
clues for both styles of writing 1 he subjects for
this studs were 3X sixth grade students, who
soared betwecn 5 0 and 7 0 as measured on the

Altoona lest of Bask Skills A basal reader and
trade book ; lllll ideal the narratice dive

passage the evositoq ;.love passages were trom
.1 scene. book and a social studies book 1 our
samplc tests of roe daemons each and four !wen
ti deletion dole tests carte de %eloped from the
selected passages A deletion rate of con-)
ides until word was used for both the sample tests
and the tangle clove test I he data indicate.1 that
:tartans e and espositor.s writing base many con
textual clues in common Icssnts dinar clues were
reported a% being used Is) the subjects of this stu
al) fifteen lit the twenty tour reported clues were
reported for both the moralise and expository
writing and included I 1 ) anti marker's syntact
cal positin. 12t the rccoglittion ul ssrionyiss,
the recognition of pronouns. and 141 the s) ntacti
cal position of the trdiuttisc ()Luker
Author/WR )

11) 075 241 24 Si: 016 070
Self -Paced Physics. Segments 15-17.
5.11.11 Academy, Annapolis. Mil . New Park trot

of tech Old Westbury
Spans Agency Office of Education (1)1111Y).

Washington. DC Bureau of Research
Bureau No-11110446
Pub Nate 70
ontratt tilnlfarn 6)1C0749

Note-66p
ERRS Price MF.S0.65 111C-S3.29
DescriptorsCollege Scie -e, I mow. tumid

Materials, Mechanics ( hysies). Physscs.
Prohlem Sets. Problem Solving. Resiew
(Reexamination). Science Education, Self
Delp Programs. Study Guides

IdentofiersSelf Paced Instruction
Three review segments of the SelfPaced

Physics Course materials are provided in this
cilium: *Lich is arranged to match study seg.
nients I through 14 Each of the three segments
is composed of a set of pmhlerns and solutions.
and accornp.inse.1 by its own individual study
guide. '1 he problem set is designed as a hack.
referencing system. and the scrambling method is
used an solution presentation, Directions for
reaching solutions are revealed through the use of
latent :maw study guides The purpose of review
problem set. as to help students in isolating and
Organs/nig essential physics concepts which are
coninion to problem situations Also included is a
sheet of problem numbers with correspond=

ERIC Documents

page numbers which locate correct answers (Re.
fated documents are SE 016 065 - SE (116 OM(
and ED 062 123 El) (162 125.) (CC)

El) (175 746 ('G (iti7 957
high School Student Sulunteers.
A(' Itt tN, Washington, 1) t
I'ub Date' 1721

A iadalite Sopeinitendent of Dos onicilts.
t S (rot eminent Printing tuff,. e. u.ohingion.

( 2941:2 (Stock numbers Chou OlaS, s
fillitg Price 511-Ati.6511C-S3.29

mums lllll niumq hook ernent. C
my Problems Communsty Polgrams. 1 disc *
nonal Programs. I bid I xperience Programs,
ugh S.huul SludeiU. ilfstftlltOf ctoint11111.111,1,

Plograni (' l hilaseon. Rekcance 'tibia-mon ),
'School Community ( ration. 'School

Costarnunit Progi ins, Stink nt Prolei. Is 'Slit
duet S olanteers S oluttleer training
this report LtIolors the Lotkept of student

%ohmic. et program.. and suggests that Ill. high
Mud and coins lllllll ..rgant/e their auttiord

anal la:sources io establish such ptogianas It both
t...1,1111111111% iced. .111.11 int. rimed students .sill,
shin the high vhu..1 can coatIdlt1.,14. 1111.1,{Ist.ttpist,,, inf. .1 It Ili progr.11,1 to L11111111.11%

dupb.ateul stools d.. umunuvc the Louse/moss,
oi sunk asicspcili so, Mid Ist lend tunic allti
tlif li.11,01 to the 1,11,,Vralll I L. hog'. 1,110,01 L.111 re
let. the sulosiissr proftst to cla-sroom learning
by a %arse,. of approaches I he report briefly
disc asses Im'grAtit oagenvaoon. feef1111111C1111.

.4n:diatom Mid trattanip. super% lllll n. and ecalim
tram It also phonies proteiL ideas and sample
records and brims I Authoril AA)

ED 078 796 HE OW 423
Greenleaf. Hurdled: A. Pd And Other)
Undergraduate Students as Members of the Re-

sidence Hall Staff.
National Association of Women Deans and Colin.

whir, Washington. DC
Pub Date 67
Note 51p
Available from -Natumal 1:ducat:on Association.

12111 Sixteenth St,. N,W . Washington. DC
(SI 50)

FINIS Price MF-$0.65 HC Not Avaitbk from
ERS.

DescriptorsItthliographies, College Dousing.
College Students. Dormitones. *Nigher Edu
cation. ficsident Assistants. Ilessiknt Student.,
Staff Uuhvanon
Mere are many ways to stall residence halls

Ibis document considers the objectives of re.
silence hall programs, the respiwisibilmes to
which undergraduate students .o staff niemlicrs
can be assigned. and the procedures fur selecting.
supervising. and prepanng students for their
responsibilities Samples of hums. job descnp.
Lions, other pertinent materials and an extensive
bibliography are provided (WM)

El) 078 861 1.1 004 396
Brit, Jeff
/Wading in ete Library; An Individualired Volun-

teer Education Module.
1)aile County Pidilic Schools. Miami, 11.1 Dept

of Stall Ikvelopment
Spun. Agency- Iliinda State Dept of Education.

141E1h:ism:I: ()Bice of Education (1)111,W 1,
Washington. I) C

Pub Ifate Jun 71
Note-107p .(76 References)
lams Price ME-S0.65 flIC-$6.58
DeseriptorsAuduoisual Aids. Instructional

Media. Library Instruction. Library Skills.
Progr.unecl Instruction, School Libraries.
Story Reading. Story Telling. Student VOlUn
tecrs
As an instructional nualulc. this training

booklet provides the vehicle to assist the school
solunteer to master library skills and effective
Story telling techniques and to become proficient
in the operation and use of materials and equip.
:tient in the media center This booklet specifi-
cally focuses on learning through the use of
audio - visual materials the posticimun learns
about the hirary through the use of media that
are located in libraries and material centers along
with the hooks and printed matter which are easi
I) obtained the purpose of this booklet is to aid
the school cilunteer to leconte an etre-Awe
assistant to the librarian. teacher and student,
More meatangful and creative student and
teacher use of library resource material may he
established with the assistance and support of a
School volunteer library .e.s(stant, The training
huaklet is sub divided into three minmodulcs
containing sight actiiities to develop skills which
are useful In assisting in the library. Ile first
module deceloms skills in using the card catalog
and the 1)essey Decimal System, Mint module
two instruits the student on how to differentiate
materials. Identity and operate audio-visual equip.
ment. and design &splay. for bulletin boards.
Module three deselins story telling skills
(Author/SD

F.1) 078 906 PS 006 518
Cohen. Stewart l'rz)bytien.0111ette
Modification. in Children's Coptitive Stylus: Some

Effects of Peer Modeling.
Pub Date 29 Mar 73
Note-21p.. Paper presented at the biennial

meeting of the Society for Research in Child
1)evellopment (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
March 29. 1973)

Jourmd Cit --Journal of Genetic Psychology (in
press)

1.3)fili Price 11110.65 HC-$3.29
Descriptors11chavior Change. Cognitive Ob-

jectives. Control Groups. I)evelopmeiital
Psychology Experimental Groups. Grade 4.
Grade 6. Peer Teaching. Research
Methodology. Speeches. Stimulus Behavior

Identifiers impulsivity. Modeling
An extension of previous attempts at modifying

children'. cognitive styles I. discussed Spear,.
catty. the present study employed soelotnetrie
peer models in under to ascertain whether. (II
impulsivity is modifiable through observation of
salient models. and (2) micaometrseally selected
peer models are more effective than unelected
!nixie!s in the reduction its errors eructated with
men:amid response time, The 19item Sutton.
Smith and Rosenberg Impulsivity Scale 3 was
ministered to 95 fourth and sixth grle children
(50 in the fourth grade and 48 in the sixth). Fifty
ataxia! (28 male. and 22 temalmill scored at or
above the median of 10 on the IMPS Scale; 25 of
the children were assigned to the experimental
condition and 25 to the control condition. The
experimental design of the study was imple-
mented in three stages (1) pretest evaluation of
eognitice styli:. using the Matching Familiar
Figure. te:st. (2) training in w'lich the children in
the experimental pimp were individually exposed
to a trained reflector itIod..1, who was named by
the experimental child, and who were not elms.
%died impuloces. the children in the control
group were hot exposed to models. and (3) chil-
dren in both group. were individually pretestexi



011 11111C al 111% 01 the hl.ot6iong-railidsr I ture
test I lie studs (law went strop-led to stmical
Awls." Its sults todisated that impulsive clideresi
duos 'sI A change in imposts,: *isle Alter simsity
tells sine 1114 AM (KAICI.111). 11411" in the expe,i.
111,111a1 log11111100 ,110114:41 .1 greats:, increase iii
meats response time tli.ui did 6:111.de%. as well As a.
stio diger deLfl.LW in mem, number sit er .7%

113111

ED 079 653 CG DOR 127
Hoppenlyrnuoterr, Tyke And Orheet
(Peer Counseling.'
Puh Date Sep 70
Note -17p.; Paper presented at the American

Psychiatric Association; 25-28 September
1972. Honolulu, Hawaii

LORS Price MF-$0.65 HC-53.29
DeserrptorsCocounseling, Counselor Training,

Crisis Therapy. Et aluatton. Interaction
erOeeSS Analysis. Models, Peer Counseling.
Program Planning. 'Team Training, Training
Techniques. Volunteers

identifiersGroup Assessment of Interpersonal
Traits
Six graduate students responsible for the ere].

Lion of a peer enunseling walkin clinic discuss
the training techniques used for peer counselors
at UCLA. A psychology course featuring didactic
and informational lectures. small laboratory ses-
sions, and personal growth groups was instrumen-
tal in generating three basic attributes in the peer
counselors; warmth. empathy, and genuineness.
Training labs sensitized students to six interper-
sonal response modes. questions. advisement,
silence, interpretattun. self Jisclosure, and rellee.
tion of feelings. The presentation Includes (1) a
discussion of the model used to train peer coun.
scion: (2) an assessment of the program and of
the change in students' counseling skulls. (3) a
summary of the program and of future plans, and
(4) a suggestion that task teams constitute an at.
ternativc in graduate educatiun on both a depart.
mental and interdepartmental level.
(Author/LAA)

ED OM 910 c(i 008 041
Dunlap. Virginia f
The Development and Analysis of Peer Counsel-

ing Program at Patrick Henry High School.
Pub Mate Jul 73
Note I Kap Ph 1) Dissertation. Walden tinnier -

any
KID'S Price M -50AS 11-S6.511
DescriptorsCounselor Chew 'ounselor

Role. Guidance So-oases. High School Students.
Peer Counselsn Personal Growth, Program

Descriptions. Sesondars Sshoot Counselors,
Istudent Participation. "Student Sc) I Raw.
Winship. Student Volunteers
A peer counseling program %VA% instituted in to

California high %Ching 10 (II expand the
guidance services 01 the school hy untying
trained students. 121 make school mom meaning.
ful for the peer counselors through personal
growth and rnvolvement. and (1) determine the
feasibility of implementing peer counseling pro
)cent in other high schools in the strict Five
professional counselors and speakers in related
fields assisted in the teaching and training of a
peer counseling class of 4)1 students 1 he course
was offered first semester. followed in the second
semester hy the Field 'I raining Phase of itie pin.
gram evaluation methods included ( I I wh)ec
bye measurensens, t consultation. (3) fcedhaek.
(4) paw spAntobservation. (51 written instru
mints. And rot oat observations Data nificated
that more students weft reached mid helped with
peer counselors. And More assistance was pro,
sided than would otherwise have been possible
I he maptrtty of the peer counselors found that
school bet Ano- Mitre meaningful and that they ex
peon:riscd persorml growth in attitudes tow nil
themselves And others the peer counseling Ap
firoaeh allows counselors to become gusdanse
leaders for staff And students and allows students
to become cot partners in their own development
the progrim may terse as a model for other
schools IAuthurttit,1I

kD 0040 916 0014 105
Varrnhurit, Barbara If
Peer Cuunseling: Trained Teenagers Reaching

Peers in Human Relations.
Pub Date tell 73
Notehp.. Paper presented at the American Per

sonnel and Guidance Association Meeting. II
I etrruary 1971, San Diego. California

Pike 511 60.65 II(' -5t.29
Dcwriptors--Adoleseents. Crounsuiiiraiion

Skills. Counseling. CO1124.101 Role. Ethical In.
struction. Human Relations, Peci Counsel
int. P. ef RelAtamshop. Prat:ileums. ProgrAni
beset spi llllll hes ondAry Si. hood !students.
I tamers

Identifiers - Palo Alto Peer Counseling Prr.gram
the Palo Also Peer Counseling program. nun

ng its thud year or operation, is deumbed,
I he first year was a pilot year in which the idea
was tested and the beginning draft of curricu-
lum develops d The second year was a develop.
niental year. of which the practieum groups were
started as students who had taken the 12-week
training the previous spring started their assign-
ments In tlas year the first course was offered fur
adults wishing to become supervisortrainers, 1 he
third year, now ending, was the experimental year
when the program is being systematically evalu-
ated the owrall program is discussed with the
plislosoplinal foundation included and the future
goats fits development outlined ( A uthor )

ED 082 893 CG 008 225
GOiln, Norman Saffetstone. Mark
Peer Group Comelier A Manual for Trainers:

6427.15.
Dade County Public Schools, Miamr, Fla
Pub Date 71
Note -113p An Authorized Course of Instruction

for the Ouinmester Program
ERRS Price M6-S11.45 RC-$3.211
Descriptors "Communtcation Skills. 'Counselor

1 raining. Decision Making Skills, Group
Guidance. Learning Activities. Manuals, Peer
Counseling. Pupil Personnel Workers, 'Self
Concept, Social Values. Training

IdentifiersOummester Program
Developed for use in the Dade County. Florida.

school system, this training manual presents an
overview of curriculum materials, course design
and methodology by which a unit in peer coun
stints can he conducted It is designed to aid stu
dents in developing facilitative behavior and
counseling skills Goals of this training program
for peer counseling include. II) increasing stu-
dents' awareness of themselves and others, (2)
developing facilitative communication skills: (3)
developing problemsolving and decision making
skills. (4) clarrfying students' value systems: and
(5) developing small group guidance skills and
techniques The 15-session proguam is designed
So that If arnmg takes place primarily through the
affective experi of group interaction It a in-
tended that a student trained in peer counseling
during one quunmester will have the opportunity
to engage in peer counseling the following quin
metier (Author/NM)

ED 085 338 SP 007 505
Chambers. Jewell C
Mfrs: A Handhnnk for Educationml Volunteers.
Washington I echnical Inst Washington. DC.
Spons Agency Office of Education (DHEW)

Washington. C'

Puh Date Do c 72
Note 53P
EDRS Price MF-S0.6511C43.19
fissuiptors- Iducational Programs, Paraprofes-

stonal &insist Personnel Program Administra-
Progrant Costs, Program Development,

Program Planning. Student Volunteer,.
Volunteers. VnItoncer 1 raining
1 hts handbook puesents information on the or

garni..toin and est:elation of volunteer program.
Sumc gl:01.1.11 0t11:11110% arc .00v.tred sonscoung
the aims of a solunteer program. the cost of these
progrAms. And the types of sets ices educational
solusitelis lied -Min f he organization And ad
onnistrAtion of these plogrArns Are discussed in
rstatinn to specific needs The processes of inter
stewing, selecting, orienting. tramtog. arid Assig
sung 011111117Cfs arc explained with %MUM%

techniques and schedules. The importance of
orienting and training professional personnel in-
solved in solunteer programs is cited. The uses of
high school students as volunteers ate explored.
with emphasis on training through workshops.
The maintenance of morale among volunteers is
emphasized since the success of any volunteer
program rests upon this. The procedures for
evaluating the program are detailed with evalua-
tion forms for the volunteers, teachers or staff
members, principals or administrators, and volun-
teer coordinators. The bibliography presents
books on volunteer educational 131011111112. (81(8)

ED 085 846 EA 005 728
Hedges, Henry G.
Extending Volunteer Programs in Schools.
Ontario Inst. for Studies in Education, St.

Catharines. Niagara Centre.
Spons AgencyOntario Dept. of Education,

Toronto.
Pub Date Jul 73
Note- 190p.; Related documents are EA 005

729, EA 005 730. and FA 005 731
Available fromNiagara Centre. The Ontario In-

stitute for Studies in Education. 147 Geneva
Street, St. Catharines. Ontario L2R 4P4
(Canada) (S175)

EMS Price MP -SOAS 111C-44..54
DescriptorsAcadernie Achievement. Dif-

ferentiated Staffs, Elementary School Stu-
dents, Individualized Reading. Models. Pro-
gram Evaluation. Secondary School Students.
Student Volunteers, Test Results. Volunteers

ldentifiersCanada. Volunteer Parental Involve-
ment
Documented here is a project involving three

extensions or adaptations for using volunteers in
schools. The first adaptation involves a plan for
meeting certain major weeds of a secondary
school with volunteer help. This plan includes
corifficinents designed to reorganize the secondary
school curriculum to allow some of the students
to study aspects of early childhood education and
apply these studies through service is nearby ele-
mentary schools. The second adaptation studies
the role of volunteer activities in a school
wherein a modified differentiated staffing plan is
already in effect. The outcome of this study is a
description of the roles or functions performed ivy
the various levels of staffing, including volunteers.
The third adaptation deals with a plan for in-
creasing the amount of volunteer help in an in
dividualtzed reading program that lea to a plan
for vertical integration of classes. The report con-
tains one section with chapters that deal separate-
ly in considerable detail with the three programs.
present evaluation data, and offer suggestions for
further implementation and adaptation. An ap-
pendix provides a general bibliography, the
operational model, and other materials currently
being disseminated to schools desiring to establish
volunteer programs. (Page 106 may reproduce
poorly.) ( A uthor/MLF)

ED 086 640 SO 006 878
Wenk. Ernst A.
Peer Conducted Research: A Novel Approach in

Droll Education.
Pub Date Oct 73
Note-44p.: Paper presented to the International

Congress on Drug Education (1st, Montreux
Vd.. Switzerland. October 14-13 1973)

FURS Price ME -50.65 HC-53.29
DescriptorsDrug Abuse. Drug Education.

Educational Innovation. High School Students.
Models. Peer Relationship. Problem Solving.
Relevance (Education). Research Methodolo-
gy. Scientific Methodology. Secondaty Educa-
tion. Social Problems. Student Interests. Stu
dent Participation. Student Role

IdentifiersPartnership in Research
A high school in the New England area was the

.ctting for experimenting with a potential model
for effective prevention and intervention in drug
abuse and other areas of social concern. The
method used is called Partnership in Research. It
breaks with the traditional research model by in.
volving the suhjects as partners and participant
researchers n an attempt at self study. The sus-
dents studied drug use at their school. utilizing
research methods to objectively appraise the
problems which drugs pose to them and their



peers. This paper discusses tne rote of science in
the struggle for social survival, noting that wilr
hon.l scientific models are inadequate for social
science research, that much research is irrelevant
and lacks utility, is narrow and simplistic in focus,
and has little practical effect on social problem
waiving. "i he student's eV ats as described demon.
stratc that high school students can develop and
apply highly relevant questions and issues regard-
ing their own interests and development. Findings
from the student's study are listed and possibili-
ties kr further use of this model are examined.
An appendix contains a drug group questionnaire.
(Autho*ASM)



EJ 067 628 090 CC. ;05 157
The Comparative Effectiveness of Student-to.
Student and Faculty Advising Programs Murry,
John P journal of ollcitc Simko! Persoenel
c13 ii6, pp562.566. No. 72

titudent Volume:is. Pasulty Adosois. Col.
lege Student.. 'I:due:howl Counseling. Coen.
sang Effect:lows.. Peer Relationship

Study results suggest that the loci of competence
needed tor the advising function is not beyond
the capacity of most upperdtviaton students
Otsen :he timmital training and supers ision
wrung:if to this nearly unsclected group of
wows, adostng outcomes appear to be a: least
equal. and frequently superior to thine for faculty
adsisors (Author)

EJ 068 766 :SO CC; 505 156
Student Volunteers as Helpers in Residence
Halls Holbrook, Raymund I.. jourgil of (;,14ve
Student Personnel. s S i n6. pp559.361, Nos 72

'Student 1 olimicers, Nonprofessional Person.
net, Doimitorics. Pcrwm.dity. Counseling
litfcctitenos. Indonloal Characteristic.. So
Iliffciemo, College Students

Uhrii low, ineihisio, and highffe.tise group.
were compared. the must reliable disoimmation
sonic from comp:trig the middle group to each
of the other two It was fuither (mind that
different pct mega) tutors seem to ,rititribute to
0:3'e and fettiSIC OTC% ti, CnC%% as %OhnitCCT%
(A1:1)144 C))

EJ 069 265 060 AA 514 384
Peer Influence for Changing Dysfunctional Class-
room Behavior Schuh,. Edward W Lambert.
Carol A Illtnoks School Rc.scatch, s9 n I. ppl 5.7.
F 12

Pccr Asceptace. Peer Relationship. Iichay.
tor Problems. Nonserbal learning, Rehavior
Change. Rehasioral Objectises. Instrustional
Improvement. Tables (Data)

Bchasior of one sis )ear old is altered through
the non.serbal cueing of another (Author)

EJ 069 648 150 SE 507 775
Student Volunteers in the National Parks and
Forests Martin. F.milic. .Varonal Paris and

onsenatton tkaanne. 1,47 n2. pp24-27. Feb 73
Field Etperince Programs. Natural Re.
<011(CCS, Student Volunteers. 'Youth Pro.
grams. Conservation Education. Environment.
Youth Employment

Reviewed is thc Student Consersation Associa-
tion's program for in.olsing young people in field
catscriences to assist public conservation agencies
Roth high school and college age opportunities
are highlighted (01.)

EJ 070 999 090 CG 505 413
Paraprofessionals in Counseling Centers Steen-
land. Roger. Personnel and Guidance Journal.
v5I n6, pp417.418. Feb 73

Counseling Services, Counseling Effective-
ncss. 'Student Personnel Services. Student
Volunteers. Nonprofessional Personnel, Co)n
siting Centers

This report on the use of paraprofessinnals in the
counseling center suggests that the undergraduate
paraprofessional may be the most effective agent
for the delivery of certain student Services. (JO

Journal Articles

EJ 075 157 380 CG 505 634
As Apprenticeship Program for Resident Assist-
ants Carrents. Richard J.. Tuttle. Cynthia E.
NASPA Journal. v10 n2. pp132-137. Oct 72

Apprenticeships. College Students. Resident
Assistants. 'Student Personnel Work, Dormi-
tories. Counseling Services

This outline of an apprenticeship program fnr
resident assistants provides ideas for alternatises
to traditional methods of resident assistant
training and selection. (Author)

EJ 076 252 230 AA 515 705
Student Council: Volunteers Overcome Apathy
Talton. Edward. Clearing Mouse. v47 nil. pp4835. Apr 73

"...tudent Governmer:. Student Volunteers.
Student Participation. Student Leadership.Junior High Schools, Student Projects, f
Deland Junior High School. Florida)

The principal of Deland (Florida) Junior High
School describes a system which has been
successful in overcoming apathy toward his
student council. (Editor)

£8 076 330 250 AA 515 478
The Utilization of Peers in a College Crisis
Intervention Program Grant. Carmen H.: And
Others. Journal of the American College Health
Association. v2I nI. pp327-32. Apr 73

'Student Personnel Services. 'Mental Health
Programs. 'Peer Relationship. intervention.
'Crisis Therapy. Helping Relationship. College
Programs. Health Personnel, Counseling Cen-tem f Nebraska University)

The Crisis Health Aide program described in thisarticle is an outgrowth of the University of
Nebraska Health Center's Aide program. (Au-thors:CB)

EJ 076 905 .380 AA 515 485
Personal and Situational Determinants of Volun-
teer Recruitment for a Campus "Hotline"
Program Turner. John R.. Journal of the
American College Health Association, v21 n4.
Pp353-7. Apr 73

Student Volunteers, Mental Health
Programs. Predictor Variables. Recruitment,
'Student Characteristics, College Students.
Student Participation, Student Attitudes. Sex
Differences, Tables (Data)

Purpose of the research was to identify some
Personal and program vanables which might be
manipulated in the future to increase the number
of dependab/c student solunteers. (Author;

El 078 101 270 AA 515 762
Peer-Tutoring: A Rationale Callender. Janet:
And Others. Educational Perspectives, vI2 nl.
pp811. Mar 73

"Peer Teaching. Individualized Instruction.
"Curriculum Development. Communication
Skills. Teacher Role. Learning Theories. Educa-
tional Research. Elementary Schur); Students.
Language Arts. (Hawaii University Curricu-
lum Center]

Seeks to develop individualized instruction pro
grams fnr peer teaching. (DS)

EJ 078 989 080 CO 505 814
The Deceleration of Inappropriate Comments by
a Natural Consequence Lovett. Thomas C. And
Others. Journal of School Pscholotx sll n2.pp 141s154. Sum 73

'Problem Children. Behasior Change. Peer
Areeptanse. Verbal Communication. Pcc.
Counseling. School Psychologists. Languageisage

The characters of this stud) were two boys in a
class for pupils with learning disabilities. After an
initial assessment. which revealed that the
inappropriate verbalizattons occurred about twice
each day. thc peer-manager. contingent on each
inappropriate remark. moved away from the
subject to another desk explaining to the subject
why he was displeased. This technique proved
effective. (Author)

E./ 079 398 090 CO 505 837
Peer Conaseling; A Model For The Selection
And Training Of Students To Help Students
Miller. Thomas W. ounseling and Values. v17
n3. pp190-194. Spr 73

Peer Counseling. 'Counselor Selection. Train-
mg. Ifelping Relationship. Interscotion. Peer
Relationship

The goal of the present research endeavor was to
assess the selection and training process for the
use of parypiofesaionals as a part of the
counseling and crisis intersentinn services offered
to students at a four year liberal arts college.
(Author)

EJ 079 197 130 AC 502 526
University Students as Adult Educators Udms.
(ngelisc. Coniergcnce. v4 n4. pp76-80. 72

Educational Development. Curriculum bevel-
opment. Adult Education. Educational Quali-
ty. Student Volunteers. Student Teaching.
College Students. Community Support. Edney
urinal Opportunities. Teacher Education

The Studentersamfundcts Fri Undervisning repre-
sents the efforts of young people. who donate
their %awes for the adsancement of educatinnal
opportunity and educational quality Article
describes one mf the finest of these youth service
progiams 'Author/RK)

El 079 266 140 CG 505 735
Human Sexuality: A Student Taught Course
Herold. Edward 5 ; And Others. Family Coordina-
tor. v22 n2. pp173186, Apr 73

'Peer Teaching. College Students. !Sex Edu
cation. Course Descriptinns. "Course Evalua-
tion. Sexuality

Four senior female students presented seminars in
human scauality to freshmen coeds. The seminar
topics were (I) petting and interenurse, (2)
masturbation. (3) venereal disease and problemat-
ic sexual behavior. and (4) abortion and umbra-
tion Improvement in knowledge eras determined
by pre- and postcourse questionnaires Student
evaluations indicated the course was valuable and
improved communication. (Author)

El 080 177 410 AA 516 046
The Magic Ingredient Of Volunteerism Rich.

American krirreartort v9 n5, nn4.9 Ion 7i
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1..) 0154 cI
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.S'stemahcc Jltimin ReLations Training Fur Rcsi'
,Jcnt Assistant. 's'shrocijcr. Karl_c. And Othcrs.
Ji,cii:ia! cc, (iUcgc ,Siucicni i'ci'sonncl '.14 fl3,

t. c;(i Jul 73
9iilcrtccrsc,ii.,i Ccsnipctcii'.. Sciisiiic.it Train.

11 ,.cicccc Re) clocils Stcc'lcn t l'crsonncl
t'rcigraucis. Rvsidcu; 'Sscistailts. Iluinan Rela.
ic.,:us I':o,ira'c .'. C'clIcgc Stcidciils

I It,' rc'.'ilii ,f 11'is si,i'is ,rccii' shed iliat system_lu.
hcorci;, rejct,. 'n's ;r5u:il;i( hc; resident assistSflts
his .i s.r,if.,ar.t pc'sllic.e el'lct.i on their helping
shtls Ibis '.u.a'. siciciy'.cd by the performance of
the ,esidcii; assislants lilt both the v.rul)cn antI
t.i't1 d.si Licit c-i '.iii,rt Iraifling program 'sail
uc'suiI in s,1tiiftciict incrc.,sec iii Iescls of helping
cliii's liii rsi'Ictil assist_cots (Authorj

I',J 0114 152
('Ci 606 193

t)escliipcng 'I Studtnt %'oliinteucr J'rc,gram For
Rsidnce I lulls 'ci's}lyjilc, ?cI_cih_c. ,/ni,r,niI of
(t'llc,'.' si,,,Ioot i'c,',,,,,,;ci. '.14 n4. ppl )7. 32(1.

c i'c'isoc. s'.' l'r..gcacucc, Sticdrn, S...'y
''.,,'i '5' o. 1":c','.''e. tbCcpuri1t Re_c'

I Ii's iepco I ilCijils ttI, piirJi.ice .sci,1 .1cc. et)ptnc-nt
X .i -i,ts'iil .c'o',heoi pr,15t1_cilc ii rite I tic's

oh I bcccict_c liit ii e'''l's.j trc,iii flue idcc-s ihalcc liii s'cleiyilccrc,J lii SCr'sC 45 iflcIy ItSI
hclrcrs ssuic-.td he in CItc'sitSt' forte in orienting
0c'stu;l.cii 's),lttic1', (Au;hccr)

EJ 084 153
('0 506 :94

the tte*ItloEitgenderingnrss (>1 Resident Assist.
ants As Related to Student Aehieveaent and
Adjustment Kr_cuss. flegbcrt II. ewton. Mrshii.
/ciurnal of CcuIftc Student Pc,sonnel. '.14 n4.
ppJ2I'J25. Jul 73

Rescdcnt Assist_cots. L'oflcgc Studcnt. Stu.dent Adjustiocro. Aciademue Achievement.
I lelping Rclatiouiship. Interpersonal Relation.

ship

lii thi's Stud>, the relationship bctween the
academic and cinotitunal adjusimcnt cf freshman
.somucn and the healthengcnder,ngness (the
degiec of Cnnsst'.cus concern for others) of their
resident .lssmstiuuts Isas iuivestigtuled. (Author)

EJ 0)14 154 CO 0b 195The Peisoni Orienttian Iaventory As A?redzctitr Of Resident Assitat F4feetiveness
Attn_ccn. DonsL R,; Aid Other;. Jourfl3i of
C'c.'Jc,e Swdc,m F:rsonncl, '.14 n4. pp326.332.
Jul73

'Resident Asststarits. 9-1clping Relationship.
College Students, 'CounteIin Effectiveness.
Studcnt Per,onncl Work, Evaluation. (Person.at Orientation Invcntosyj

The results of this study. contrary to findings in
ea;l'cr studies, do no: support use of the Person.cI
Orientation Inventory as an instrument for
selecting effective residcnt assistants. Evuckrcewas found that hall residents (eel resident
assistants are more effective in some soles thanothers. (Author)

F.J 0114 183 CO 506 224
Nw l)irections For Minority Tutoring Arnold.
S;cphcn. ('oikgc Student Joun,sI. '.7 nI. pp3-$.Jn.Fcb 73

Ttutcoing. 9ndividual losIructiOn. TutoriI
Prccgrams. Educational Programs. Minortty
Groups. Student >ceds

'Ihc SoluIiIlii to Ilic problem of helping minority
Students rests vith iinprc.ving th stilT of tutoringpricyrainc ,ditiiuimstrators of programs stied to
Pay tutors, recruit minority tutors, provide a
carmct> of crocc4. and encourage dialog amongthn's inc,shcd The 'ncv. dircctim" minomity
tiillu:.,g must go is tiuwardc. msing the detire to
help minority students a reality. (Author)

EJ 085 664 CO 506 309
Personality And Peer Counsellors: A. AustnhiaA
Study 1)awson. Richird W K. Personnel md
(iu,Jancc Journal. v52 n I. pp46.49. Sep 73

'Peer Couiiceling. 'Helping Relationship.
'Peer Relationship. 'Student Volunteers. Pcr-
ccrn_cIity Assessment. Individual Characleristics.
Counseling Services

A report of the results obtained from a
personality study of students csho volunteered for
3 peer counscliti training program at an ,ustra
han triiccrsmty (Id

1.3 0115 720 CG 506 365
Universty.Community Cooperation in lmple'.
rnenting a P'trmiprotrssional Crisis Prevention-
Interiention Center I'itil'4tricic, Al_cit I, Faster'

I',... . /,i,,,;,_cf s.f the fc'l,i,,,ct ii 4 ,,oi ml'.,,,
c'f lVcfiw /)c'.yn .'?fid Cc,1.$',Cl,,r'l v6 n4. ppIlJ.
l')2, 2,'iiii 73

Coc-_nsel.ng Sersices, 9nter'sruiion, Voluin.
tee:'.. Cnmnrtisnity Pwtrams. 'Drug Abuse.
'i,t,tPi. s'.'cilt
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Student vnlunters in a guidance elinle Witlirug.I vnne 3 - S,uc',.! lIc,rh, '.18 n6. nn53.57. Nov 73
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Ed 0119 232 CG 506 556
A flolihie Cools ON Killcen, Mikc Schmitt.
Mike. Pcrionncl juts! Gu:d.v:.e Journal. v52 n4.
pp2SO'252. Dc 73

Vsuluntary Agencies. Cnttv Therapy. Ycuuth
Problems. St.tdcnt Alienation. Studcnt Volun.
jeers. Acitsism. Volunteer Training. Volunteers

l'his article cuplor the motivations iii personnci
volunteering for the Underground Switchboard in
Milwatucc (a hu,tlinc that began tundergruuund
and gauncd acceptability) It also discusses this
organizations struggles for mauntcnantc and
cohesion and makes suggestions for keeping such
inStitutions vital (Autbor/EK)

F.J 0c) 91))) JC 500 6(r)
Smatt.Grosup hcer.InctutIun A Design (sir the
Introductory Course Hobart. Susan; Auid Others.
C'ntmunuty co,kge su Science Qaa,zct; v3
n4. ppJ2.6. Suot 7)

Stnall Group Instruction. 1ecr Groups. Cur.
riculum D:s:gtu. Student Participation. 9n.
stzuccioral Design. Course Content. Comintuni.
ty Cutkes. lv.uluitinn, Course Objetiwes.
Sun.ill (irnup Pcr lnstructuuunJ

Discusscd an insirotuuutl method that required
inutcrisicc sttsdcn involvement in their own
mutual instruction nd esaluation, (,\uthurlkK)

KS 090 7711 CE 5041 460
Peer Evaluation'.A Strategy for Studcnt lnvr,lvr.
ment Hloom. Thouivas K. tfan/Soeiciy/Tcu./rniu/o'
gy. .33 oS. ppl37.$. Feb 14

Studcot Evaluation. Peer Rclaltrunship. Stu.
dent l'artieupatmn. 'bvaluainn Methods. hsalu.
atiuin Criteria. t'Pecr J:saluationj

Peer tuiptit ri the evaluation process should be
vuewcd as an adduius.nal source of data for the
unstrucls,r (Si usc to the best .lvatitagc in terms
uI hss course ohjecttv, the nattec of the
studcnts he us Wonk'ng wuih. and to induce
further tudcnt parlisupattssn in (he learning
ProCess (Aulhor/DS)

1

Ed 091) 89! CG "5 664
I)evelopmental Counseling: Counselor TraInees
And Prospective Teachers Sttks. Doris B.
Jaurnil of the 5zgidn: Pcrsonncl ,tsSoei.a:u,p for
I'c.whcr L'diwszwn. s 12 n pp6S.67 Dcc 73

DescopnietaI Guidance. Teachcr Eduea.
Uoii. Studetit Personnel Services, Gjurisclor
Training. Pcer C'ounscling. Schools of Educu.
Stout. Teacher Guidazucc. Teacher Educstrs,
Ci.uuiseluutg Centers

l)cseribes a dvsclopmeurtai counseling program
no.. in operation ilus.ul.iuig graduate and under.
graduate Ss,ltosit iii L:dutatuon students at the
t.iiiv'-rsuty tiC Mtanui. Florida Graduate counselor
trainees staff a counseling center, drawing their
slucntelc Iron, the undergraduate population
Lorlslu6ions niute that both counselors and
"clicnts" benefit loon the program (Author/Ni)

U 090 976 CG 506 759
Training Of 'Third World" Students To Func-
tion As Coimselors Sue, Stan'cy. Journal of
Counecling Paydw/ogy. v20 ui, pp7J.78, ian 73

Caonsekur Training. Ethntc (hoops. Minoni-
ty Groups. Counscltng Services. Paraprofcs'
ssont School Personnel. Psychotherapy, Cot'
lege Students. Mental Health Programs. Coon'
selor Selection

lii order to provide more responsive counseling
sersuccs. minority students were trained to
function as counselors for other minority individu.
als In spite of' initial difficulties in developing
trusi and in defining thc goals of the program.
the training and utilization of minority.group
pi.uraprofcssionsls arc feasible alternatives to cur'
rc'rit mental health su.rviccs on campuses. Present.
ed at Western Py..hological Association. Port'
land. Aprti 1972 (Author)

EJ090978 CG506761
Effect Of Selected Techniques For Tralaing
Resident Assistants In hIua,s Relations Skills
Perkins. Susan R Atkinson. Donald R.. Journal
01 Counseling Pycho/ogy. v20 nl. ppS4.90. Ian
73

Resident Assistants. liuman Relationt Pro.
grams. Skill Development. Training Tcchrii'
qucs, lntcrpersonal Competence. Attention,
Listening Skills. Microcounscling. Role
Playing. Models

Subjects in all thrcc eaperimcntal groups main'
tlnvd eye contact for a significantly longer
period of time than did controls. Reflection of
feeling responses were rccordcd a significantly
greater proportion of the time for the lecture-
diseusinn and kcture'modcling treatments than
h,r the control group Males in the lecture.
modeling treatment summarized feelings a signifi.
cantly greater proportion of the time than any
other group, (Author)



Doctoral Dissertation

AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE
FEASIBILITY OF TRAINLNG HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TO
CONDUCT FACILITATIVE INTERVIEWS WITH THEIR PEERS

Beiisaelo Marques ANDRADE, Ph.D.
University 01 Maryland, 1972

Supervisor: Richard Byrne

A search of the literature in the field of counseling reveals
that the utilization of lay personnel to perform ci rum actitities
formerly reserved for professionals is increasing. The etteles
ievieited investigated the problem with pepelatione other :flan
leth schorl students. This omission in earlier studies :Intl-
vated the development of the present study.

The purpose at this investigation was to explore the leaei-
bility of training high school students in a Uwe:. -hour period
to conduct facilitative interviews with their peers.

The training program consisted of presentation to material
taken from writers with a Client-Centered orientation to..var.!
theories of counseling. The subjects sere thirty jurnois in a
private high school-tete! academy. The training lasted for
eight weeks with sessions conducted every day for forty-rite
minutes.

The hypotheses tested were cnncerned with categories o:
behavior which could be expected to appear in a facilitative
inters few listening, silence. clarification, subjective questien-
ing, reflection of feelings, enderstanding, interruption, sugges-
tion, moralizing. and undefined. The null subhypotheses ad-
vanced for each behavior were tested with data gathered from
ratings of the interviews by three judges who had been trained
for this purpose. The data were converted into derived scores
to account for variability in duration of the intervlefv conducted
by the subjects.

Porter's Pre-test was administered to the subjects in a pre-
and post-enodition to evaluate their ability in selecting under-
standing responses frorn the five different categories of re-
sponses of the test.

data were statistically analyzed with the Mann-Whitney
L'-erst, and by the t-tcst. The reeelts warrant the ieeectior
tea null sulihepothesee and retention two, i elating t4 silence
and interruption. T':e general null hypetnsis ran be reweed
and the research nypnthesis accepted. The findings strongly
4az :e th:tt t:ainir.lt to rondurt facilitative interviews with
peers is Ir nigh scheoi .students. 'these results 'Iced
to 3. Hite:Tr( ted with c.r.t.tton because the Imitations

in the study. Further resear,:h tt, su.,,ested .1, the
t-it.ans .several quee'.ons raised in ('us stare; Can he
unloved. Order No. 73-17.027. 124 pates.

PERSONALITY CORRELATES OF EFFECTIVENESS AMONG
STUDENT ASSISTANTS IN RESIDENCE HALLS

Verlin Lynn ANTHONY, Ed.D.
a Oklahoma State University, 1973

SCOPE AND METHOD OF STUDY: The purpose of this
study was to relate selected personality variables to student
assistant (SA) effectiveness. Personality variables were plea-
sured by the California Psychological Inventory (CP1) and the
Personal Orientation inventory (POI) Ratings of SA effective-
ness were made by students using the Resident Adviser Evalua-
tion Form. The subjects consisted of 58 male and 55 female
SAs who were employed by the Housing Office of a large mid-
western state university for the 1972 spring semester. All
tests were administered during that semester. The following
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problems were studied: 1. The relationship between Cl'!
scales and the SA effectiveness. 2. The relationshipbetween
PO1 scales and SA effectiveness. 3. The relationship between
grade point average and SA effectiveness. 4. The relationship
between age and SA effectiveness. 5. The relationship between
the number of semester hours completed and SA effectiveness.
C. Sex differences on each variable of the study. The optimum
subsets of variables were also selected through a step-wise
multiple regression analysis for prediction of male and female
SA effectiveness.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: The first five problems
were answered by computing Pearson's product-moment corre-
lations between each of the predictor variables and the cri-
terion measure. The self-acceptance (CPI) scale was found to
be correlated (.05) with male SA effectiveness. The self-
acceptance (POI) scale was also found to be correlated (.05)
with female SA effectiveness. The sixth problem was tested
by a t test for independent means. Male and female SA groups
were found to differ (.05) on six of the 34 comparisons. These
variables were age, GPA, semester hours completed, well-
being (CPI), socialization (CPI), and femininity (CPI). The re-
gression equation for predicting male SA effectiveness included
the variables of self-acceptance (CPI), age, dominance (CPO,
good impression (CPI), sociabilityrePM communality (CPD,
social presence (Cl'!), and flexibilitiTCP1). The multiple R
was .69. The regression equation for female SAs included the
variables of self-acceptance (P01), social presence (CPI). domi-
nance (CPO, time competent (PTA), well-being (CPI), nature of
man (POI), femininity (CPI) and grade point average. The mul-
tiple R was .65. Thus, few scales by themselves correlated
significantly with SA effectiveness, but in combination they
were able to account for almost one-half of the common vari-
ance. Order No. 74-7951, 112 pages.

RESIDENT ASSLSTANTS* PERSONALITY VARIABLES AS
RELATED TO EFFECTIVENESS RATINGS

Thomas Lee BARNES, D.Ed.
The Pennsylvania State University, 1972

The one hundred thirty-four resident assistants in the resi-
dence hail program at The Pennsylvania State University in
the 1970 Fall Term were used to examine whether certain in-
ventoried personality variables would correlate with var.ous
effectiveness ratings of these same staff members. It was as-
sumed that particular personality factors would be closely re-
lated to the effectiveness ratings awarded by resident students
and by staff coordinators and that these factors might prove to
be useful in predictions of resident assistants' performances.
Therefore, it was hypothesized that (a) measures of socializa-
tion, flexibility, and benevolence in resident assistants (H.A.'s)
would correlate positively with students' and coordinators'
ratings of resident assistants' interpersonal relations, (b) mea-
sures of responsibility, self-control, and leadership in R.A.'s
would correlate positively with coordinators' ratings of resi-
dent assistants' job responsibilities, and (c) students' ratings
alto coordinators' ratings would he closely related.

Measures of the personality variables were obtained by use
of the Cali. lin Psychological Inventory and Gordon's Survey
of Interne ,:al Values. A twenty-five percent representative
sample of students in each residence unit of the residence halls
rated the R.A.'s on a resident assistant evaluation form de-
vised by James P. Duncan while the staff coordinators evalu-
ated the R.A.'s on another form designed locally which awarded
scores for interpersonal relations and job responsibilities.



The R A.'s also evaluated themselves using bath the students'
and coordinators' forms. Males and females, experienced and
inexperienced staff members were examined separately to de-
termine if differences existed between their effectiveness
ratings, using a "Student" t test to determine the significance
of any inequalities The relationships between the personality
variables and effectiveress ratings were determined by use of
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients and the rela-
tionships were measured separately by total, sex, and experi-
ence groupings.

Results of the study indicated that females had significantly
better ratings than males for both coordinators' and students'
evaluations. Inexperienced staff members were also found to
be better rated by coordinators than experienced R.A.'s. The
relationships for personality variables and effectiveness rating:
were significant by the total groupings only between responsi-
bility and coordinators' ratings of job responsibilities. Signifi-
cant correlations were discovered between the personality
variables of benevolence and coordinator.' ratings of inter-
personal relations for males, between benevolence and stu-
dents' evaluations for experienced staff members, and between
leadership and coordinators' evaluations of job responsibilities
for experienced staff members. A significant positive corre-
lation was also discovered between the ratings of students and
coordinators although it was lower than anticipated. Supple-
mentary findings revealed that resident assistants' previous
experience was negatively related to self evaluations while age
was negatively related to coordinators' ratings.

Conclusions drawn from this study were that only one vari-
able, responsibility, had any predictive value for determining
staff members' effectiveness. Secondly, females tended to
score better than males on evaluations from both coordinators
and students, and thirdly, students' and coordinators' ratings
are significantly and positively related but only at a low level.

The findings would suggest that further studies might seek
distinct personality variables for each sex that may he related
to effectiveness and that a need oasts to identify the differ-
ences between coordinators' and students' perspectives of resi-
dent :.ssistants' effectiveness. The study did not offer support
to the efficacy of using inventories of personality measures as
predictors of performance in selecting resident assistant candi-
dates. Order No. 73-7409, ;17 pages.

THE EFFECTS OF USING COLLEGE STUDENTS TO LEAD
PEERS LN ADJUSTING TO COLLEGE

Donald V:ayne BONNER. Ed.D.
Oklahoma State University, ;972

SCOPE AND METHOD OF STUDY: The basic purpose was
to study the effectiveness of using trained peers to lead small
process groups in freshman orientation. The College and Uni-
versity Environment Scales, second edition was the basic in-
strumentation used to determine whether perceptions of the
college campus climate differed after alternate freshman ori-
entation program. Overall grade point average for the fall
semester was t hoses as the criterion of academic performance.
Enrollment for the succeeding semester was used to determine
the holding power of the college. Subjects were 253 college
freshmen enrolled in Freshman Orientation 101 for the Fall
1971 semeste: at East Central Mate College, Ada, Oklahoma.
The deeign of the study provided for the College and University
Environment Scales to be ndministered after the ni:tf: week ori-
entation course, in November, 1971. Grades for the fail se-
wester were obtaried the tclIoning January, and oyinTa gra (le
point aNra-es note cm:linnet!. 11r.rellnient data v.tre analyzed
to deternune %%hull subjects of the study re- ensiled for the
spring seinester. thatit,tical analyses %sere cot picted ;he
meral! ciocp of 214 subjects. being (heal 1 by design into tine
experimental (traditio^a1) groap cf 143 students. the esperi-
mental (sina11 gro.ps) seGion of 74 qudents. and the cer.tri 1
group if 56 studtnt.... Single class analysis of variant e was
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computed for the scales of the College and University Environ-
ment Scales, (CUES), and for the grade point averages. A t test
was administered following significant F ratios. A Chi square
distribution technique was used to analyze the enrollment pat-
terns of the groups.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS. A. The expel once of par-
ticipating in a small group led by a trained peer did not change
the perceptions of the fro shmen in such a uay as to be observed
on the College and University Environment Scales. The freshmen
who experienced the traditional form of freshman orientation
did score significantly higher on the Propriety scale of the
CUES. The control group did not differ signifit-antly in their
perception of the ceilege campus climate, as measured by
CUES. B. Neither of the experimental treatments influenced
the cumulative grade point averages during the first semester
C. Neither of the experimental treatments mile. need the en-
rollment ratios of the groups for the succeeding semester.

The conclusion was reached that the attempted orientation
procedures did not make a significant difference on the variables
of freshman life as measured. Recommendation discussed the
need to consider the results of this study with the purpose of
ongoing evaluation of programs.

Order No. 73-15,056, 90 pages.

AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE EFFECTS STUDENT
TUTORING HAS ON SELFCONCEPT AND ARITHMETIC
COMPUTATION ACHIEVEMENT OF TUTORS AND TUTEES

Richard Tepper CARLSON, Ed,D.
Northern. Illinois University, 1973

The purpose of this szady was to investigate the effects stu-
dent tutoring had on the self-concept and arithmetic computa-
tion achievement of sixth grade student tutors and their fourth
grade tutees. An additional purpose was to see if training stu-
dent tutors affected their arithmetic computation achievement
and self-concept or that of their tutees.

Student subjects came from three elementary schools in
three different areas of School District U-46, Elgin, Illinois.
One sixth grade class and one fourth grade class were used
from each participating school. Sixth graders were divided
into a trained tutor group, who participated in a short training
session before tutoring and oho followed structured plans while
tutoring; a free tutor group, who were not trained but were
given the freedom to tutor as they saw fit; and a non-tutor
group, who worked on individualized worksheets on their own
during the experiment. Fourth graders were divided into a
group of students tutored one-to-one by trained tutors, a group
tutored one-to-one by free tutors, and a non-tutee group, who
worked on individualized worksheets. In all, there were one
hundred seventeen subjects; twenty-one trained tutors, twenty-
one free tutors, eighteen non-tutors, twenty-one tutees of
trained tutors, twenty-one tutees of free tutors, and fifteen
non-tutees.

Each student was given a pre-test and a post-test of the
Coope smith Self Esteem Inventory and the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test, Arithmetic Computation Section. The differences
between pre-test and post-test scores for each group were ana-
lyzed to see if change was significant. Also, the changes in
contain groups were compared to changes in other groups.

The experiment lasted for six weeks, taking place in a daily
math study period which lasted one-half hour per day. During
this time the tutors taught arithmetic computation to their
tutees and the control groups, the non-tutors and non-tutees,
worked independently on practice worksheets. After the ex-
periment ended and the post-tests were administered, the data
was analyzed, A total of thirty-two null hypotheses were tested
using the t-test of means.

On the basis of the thirty-two t-test comparisons, only once
was the null hypothesis rejected. The combined group of all
tutees showed significant growth in arithmetic computation
achievement during the course of the study. Although this



growth was statistically significant when treated singly, it was
not significant when compared to the growth of other groups.

In all of the other cases, there were no significant differ-
ences, either when comparing a group's pre-test mean to its
post-test mean, or when comparing a group's change in self-
concept or arithmetic computation achievement to another
group's change in self-concept or arithmetic computation
achievement.

It was concluded from the results of the experiment that
tutoring or being tutored in fourth grade arithmetic did not
help self-concept any more than did working on individualized
worksheets; that being tutored by a sixth grader helped fourth
grade tutees achieve significant growth in arithmetic computa-
tion achievement, but did not help the tutees themselves in
arithmetic computation; and that training tutors or leaving
them free and unstructured did not affect self-concept or arith-
metic computation achievement of either tutors or tutees.

Order No. 73-27,585, 117 pages.

N KNPERIMEN7 AL UM' ON '1111: 1-1-CTIV ENESS OF
USING PPI.Rm }OH FRLSIIMEN ORIENTATION AND ACA
DEMIC ADViSENa:NT

COMMAND, Edward Morris, Ed.D.
University of Washington, 1973

Chairman: Professor Henry M. Hitan

Nit co, study was design( d to deo a none the t lite-
tivent ss of usin?. student advisors in a program cointaning
freshmen orientation asal subsequent academic advisement by
addrssing to tiies four research questions:

I. Will the effectiveness of a freshmen orientation program:
using student advisors diffr from that of a program not using
student advisors?

2. Will the eff.cte.eness of a freshmen acIvisemunt pro-
gram using studcnt .advisors differ from that of a program nut
using student advisors?

3. Will the effectiveness of a combined program of fresh-
men orientation advisors differ from that of a combined pro-
gram not using student advisors?

4. Will the effectiveness of a combined program of fresh-
mn orientation using student advisors and professional coun-
selors and an advisement program using both student and fac-
ulty advisors differ from that of a combined program not using
student advisors?

The study used a 3 x 3 factorial design with the first inde-
pendent variable being concerned with orientation and the
second being concerned with academic advisement. The orien-
tation factor used three levels: a prograni directed by student
advisors only, a program directed by professional counselors
only, and a program directed by both student advisors and pro-
fessional counselors. The advisement factor also used three
levels: a program using student advisors only, a program
using faculty advisors only, and a prograni using both student
and faculty advisors. Consequently, the experiment had nine
treatment groups.

The sample was drawn from students applying to Highline
Community Colicge for the fall, 1972, term. From the appli-
cations receivto by the college several hundred students were
randomly selected and a.N5igned to one of the dime treatment
groups for orientation. From each of thi:Le three groups 60
students were randomly selected and equally divided among
the three experimental groups for advisement. This procedure
formed nine gi nips of 20 students each for a total sample of
180.

Assessment was based on how well the experimental treat-
ments assisted students (1) to achieve at a high academic level,
(2) to select courses appropriate to their academic goals, (3) to
select realistic class loads, (4) to persist in college, (5) to
use college resources provided to aid them in resolving prob-
lems and achieving individual goals, and (6) to have a satisfy-
ing college experience. The data were analyzed through stan-

A. xa

dard analysis of variance techniques, with planned comparisons
and chi square techniques.

Witt"- the limitations of this study, inclunag those inherent
to study aesign and statistical analysis, four conclusions seem
justified:

1. The use of student advisors in an orientation prograni
produced no significant differences in the program's effective-
ness as measured by academic achievement, appropriate se-
lection of classes, election of realistic class loads, persis-
tence in college,ut,tization of college resources, or satisfaction
with college of incoming freshmen.

2. The use of student advisors in an advisement program
produced no significant differences in the program's effective-
ness as measured by academic achievement, appropriate se-
lection of classes, selection of realistic class loads, persis-
tence in college, utilization of college resources,or satisfaction
with college of incoming freshmen.

3. Tha use of student advisors only in a combined program
of orientation and advisement produced no significant differ-
ences in the program's effectiveness as measure oy academic
achievement, appropriate selection of classes, selection of
realistic class loads, persistence in college, utilization of
college resources, or satisfaction with college of incoming
freshmen.

4. The use of student advisors in combinations with pro-
fessional counselors in an orientation program and in com-
bination with faculty advisors in an advisement program pro-
duced no significant differences in the program's effectiveness
as measured by academic achievement, appropriate selection
of classes, selection of realistic class loads, persistence in
college, utilization of college resources, or satisfaction with
college of incoming freshmen.

Order No. 74-15,566, 178 pages.

THE EFFECTS OF PEER ruroas AND INDIVIDUAL
SKILL KITS ON ARITHMETIC ACHIEVEMENT AND
ATTITUDE IN GRADE SEVEN

CRANDALL, Larry Dean, Ed.D.
The University of Michigan. 1973

Chairman: Joseph N. Payne

Purpose

The purpose of the study was to assess and comp'ee the
effects of same-age, in-class tutoring iT) and individualized
skill kits (S). Also of interest were comparisons between the
same ability groups in each treatment.

Procedure

Three T classes of 31 students and three S classes of 78
students participated in the study at the Cobre Consolidated
Schools of Bayerd, New Mexico. from January 5 to March 31.
1971. The students were separated into three computational
achievement levels and then randomly assigned to classes so
that each class would reflect these acineternent

The independent v enables oer 3: (1) high T students
who tutored (Ili) versus hi4h S students who did supple-
mentary work (SH): (2) maile abtlaty T students who worked
in groups (TM) versus middle ability S students who worked in
a skills kit (SM); (3) low ability T students who were tutored
(TL) versus low ability S students who worked in a skills kit
'SL): and (4) T versus S. The dependent variables were:
(I) arithmetic achievement raw scores ;s measured by the
three subtests of the 1964 edition of the Stanford Achievement
Test (SAT); (2) arithmetic test raw scores as measured by the
eight sobtests of the 1966 edition of the Stanford Diagnostic
Arithmetic Test (SDAT), and (3) mathematics attitude scores
as measured by the Aiken-Dreger Mathematics Opinionnaire.



Student and teacher attitudes about the treatments were col-
lected by investigator prepared opinionnaires and essay state-
ments.

The treatments consisted of 40 thirty minute sessions.
The T students worked on weaknesses indicated by the SDAT
pretest. The SCI and SL students worked on weaknesses indi-
cated by the diagnostic instruments that accompany the Sci-
ence Research Associates, Computational Skills K.t, while the
Sit students did teacher assigned supplementary work related
to the regular instructional program.

Findings and Conclusions

The statistical procedures used to test for significant dif-
ferences with p .05 were the analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and the analysis of covariance (ANCOVA).

For computation achievement, there was little difference
between the treatments. SL was significantly better than TL
on retention. Both SL and TL gained one full school year dur-
ing the treatment period. T and TH were significantly better
than S and SH on the SDAT decimal fraction and per cent sub-
test, with the difference being attributable to per cent items.

For concepts achievement. there were highly significant
differences between the treatments in favor of the T greet).
On the SDAT concepts test, the following differences were
found: pre-post and IQ-post ANCOVA showed T achieving
significantly better (p :.0005) than S, pre-post ANCOVA
(p < .001) and IQ-post ANCOVA (p < .005) favored rd over
SH, and TM and TL both achieved significantly better 1p
than SM and SL according to the ANCOVA analysis. The
ferences appeared to be attributable to items involving inverse
relations, order of operations, and the utstributive property.

For applications achievement, there were no significant
differences between the treatments nor for any ability sub-
groups.

For student attitude on the Aiken-Dreher mathematics
opinionnaire, there were no significant differences. All groups
responded positively and the high. waddle. and low classifica-
tions were well defined by the post-test means. Other opin-
ions indicated that all subgroups liked their respective treat-
ments with TH and TL being a good deal more positive. TH
students felt they had learned more mathematics than SH stu-
dents and this wag in agreement with the achievement data.
All but one tutee felt the tutors had been successful in helping
them learn more mathematics.

Tutoring is a viable and fruitful classroom practice for the
normal seventh grade classroom. The mathematics aelneve-
eet of tutors is superior in most instances to that of :,tudents

who do supplementary work, particularly in concepts .ieve-
ment. Both the tutoring process and the skills kit w,t.. re-
sulted in good computational gems for students of low achieve-
ment. Order No. 74-15.650. 162 pages.

EFFECTS DF PUPIL TUTORING ON SELFPERCEPTION
AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT OF PRIMARY GRADE
TUTORS AND TUTEES

Ruth Eleanor DUFF, Ph.D.
Southern Illinois University, 1973

Major Professor: Dr. Kevin J. Swick

This investigation was conducted during a six-week sum-
mer school program to examine the impact of pupil-tutoring
on the reading achievement and self-perception scores of
underachieving first and second grade Tutees and their third
and fourth grade underachieving Tutors.

The following questions formed the basis upon which the
hypotheses tested in this study were developed:

1. Would receiving academic assistance from a pupil-
tutor result in improved reading achievement and positive
self-perception change in the Tutees?
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2. Would assuming an instructional leadership role in
assisting younger children in areas of academic deficiency
result in positive change values in reading achievement and
self-perception of the Tutors?

3. Is the achievement level of the Tutor directly related
to the magnitude of achievement change he is able to affect
with the Tutee?

4. Would positive change in the area of reading
achievement result in a concomitant effect on the sub-
jects' self-perception or the reverse effect?

Subjecte

The sixty subjects for this investigation were randomly
selected from first, second, third, and fourth grade children
participating in a summer school program conducted by the
Cape Girardeau Public Schools, Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
The subjects consisted of fifteen first and second graders
(Tutees) and fifteen third and fourth graders (Tutors). Each
Tutee was randomly assigned to a Tutor for regularly sched-
uled academic tutoring. A control group of fifteen subjects
was randomly selected for each of the two experimental groups.

Evaluation Instruments

The following instruments were employ . to assess status
and change in the variables under investigation: Metropolitan
Achievement Tests, Primary Level, Forms F and H, Metro-
politan Achievement Tests, Elementary Level, Forms F and H,
More Like Me Scale for Young Children, Children's Self-
Descriptive Scale, and Behavior Rating Form.

Statistical Procedures

The Students t-test for independent means was used to de-
termine the significance of the mean reading achievement
change and self-perception change values arising between the
experimental groups and their respective control groups.

The t-test for related measures was used to determine sig-
nificance of reading achievement and self-perception changes
within each of the four groups (Tutees, their controls; Tutors,
and their controls).

The Pearson product-rnomentcorrelation coefficient was
used to measure the relationship between the initial reading
achievement scores of the Tutors and the reading achievement
change values of the Tutees.

The Spearman's Rank-Correlation Coefficient was used to
determine the significance of the relationship between the read-
ing achievement change scores and self-perception scores of
the Tutors.

Results of Study

The results of this investigation are summarized as fol-
lows:

1. The difference between the reading achievement change
scores of the Tutees and their controls was found to be sta-
tistically significant thus indicating the pupil-tutoring arrange-
ment to be an effective organizational/instructional strategy
for the improvement of reading performance of primary level
subjects.

2. A positive correlation was found to exist between the
reading achievement level of the Tutors and the impact of their
instructional assistance upon the Tutees' reading achievement
change. Implications were drawn for matching Tutees and
Tutors in attempting to bring about maximum achievement
change.

3. Though not statistically significant, data trends tended
to reflect evidence of positive change in reading performance
of the Tutors and positive change in the self-perception of both



Tutors and Tutees, thus demonstrating that the personalized-
instructional relationship between the Tutor and Tutee con-
tribute not only to the academic achievement but to positive
change in self-perception of both.

4. There appeared to be no evidence of a concomitant re-
lationship between change in reading achievement and self-
perception change or the reverse effect. In light of evidence
from other research findings postulating such a relationship,
suggestions are made for further studies to be conducted
en this question. Order No. 74-6262, 187 pages.

RECIPROCAL EFFECTS OF ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH
GRADERS AS TUTORS TO SIXTH GRADERS IN READING,
WRITTEN EXPRCSSION, AND ATTITUDE MODIFICATION

EAGLETON, Clifford J., Ed.D,
The American University, 1973

The Problem

This study was designed and conducted to evaluate the ex-
tent of improvement in the following variables: reading, vo-
cabulary, reading comprehension, written expression, reading-
learning-school attitude, control-of-environment , ttitude,
self-concept attitude, and total-inventory attitude; and to as-
sess the effectiveness of such a tutorial program as an instruc-
tional approach in cont::ast with improvement in conventional,
classroom procedures,

The Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were tested:
Hypotheses 1, 2, and 5: Tutors who received training and

tutored younger pupils would improve significantly more
in reading vocabulary, reading comprehension, and written
expression than control-group pupils in the eleventh and
twelfth grades.

Hypotheses 3, 4, and 6: Tutees who received tutoring would
improve significantly more in reading vocabulary, reading com-
prehension, and written expression than control-group pupils
in the sixth grade.

Hypotheses '7, 8, 9, and 10: Tutors who received training
and tutored other pupils would improve significantly more in
reading-learning-school attitude, in control-of-environment
attitude, in self-concept attitude, and in total-inventory attitude
than control-group pupils in the eleventh and twelfth grades.

Hypotheses 11, 12, 13, and 14: Tutees whoreceived tutoring
would improve significantly more in reading-learning-school
attitude, in control-of-environment attitude, in self-concept
attitude, and in total-inventory attitude than control-group
pupils in the eleventh and twelfth grades,

The Procedures

In September, 1971, within a small-rural school district,
students in eleventh, twelfth, and sixth grades were asked to
volunteer to participate in the student-tutorial program, From
the groups of volunteers, forty students were selected as tutors
and forty-six students as tutees. From the unselected volun-
teers and other students completing pre- and post-tests, an
equal number of eleventh and twelfth graders and sixth graders
were randomly selected for the control groups.

The tutors participated in six orientation and fourteen
inservice-training sessions to be able to provide structured
instruction in reading vocabulary and comprehension and un-
structured activities involving communication, especially reaa-
ing and written expression with sixth graders,

Within forty-two sessions, three days per week, one -and-
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one-half hours per day, the tutors were engaged in tutoring
sinth graders.

The following instruments were administerqd to eleventh,
twelfth, and sixth graders immediately before and after the
program: (a) Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests: Survey D and
Survey F, (b) Loban Guide for Rating Written Expression, and
(c) Laurel School Survey Questionnaire: Grades Eleven and
Twelve and Grade Six, Data resulting from the pre-tests and
post-tests were collected and treated by the analysis of co-
variance with pretest scores as the control variables to ascer-
tain whether there was a significant difference in improvement
betw,en the experimental and control groups or not,

Findings and Conclusions

Analysis of the data indicated the following:
Eleventh and Twelfth Graders: The only differences indi-

cating significant improvement between the tutor and non-tutor
groups were in self-concept attitude and total-inventory attitude
in favor of the tutor group; there was no significant difference
between the two groups in reading vocabulary, reading compre-
hension, written expression, reading-learning-school attitude,
and control-of-environment attitude,

Sixth Graders: There was no significant difference between
tee and non-tutee groups in reading vocabulary, reading

comprehension, written expression, reading-learning-school
attitude, control-of-environment attitude, self-concept attitude,
and total-inventory attitude, Order No. 74-13,721, 265 pages,

THE EFFECTS OF GROUP EXPERIENCES ON COLLEGE
RESIDENT ADVISORS AND THEIR ADVISEES

Phyllis Leah ELLSWEIG, Ed.D.
Lehigh University, 1972

This study investigated the effect of two kinds of encounter
group experiences as pert of a training program for college
resident advisors. Under investigation was the efficacy of
using these experiences to improve dimensions of self-actual-
ization in the resident advisors (RAs) and to reflect such im-
provement in the advisees who were in their charge.

Subjects for the study were 24 resident advisors of East
Stroudsburg State College and a random sample of 120 of their
advisees. The resident advisors were assigned randomly within
limitations of sex to a marathon encounter group, a time-ex-
tended encounter group, and a control group. Subjects assigned
to the marathon encounter group met for 18 hours interrupted
only for meals. Subjects assigned to the time-extended en-
counter group met for one and one-half hours each week for
12 weeks for a total of 18 hours. Subjects assigned to the con-trol group received no encounter group experience.

Both treatment groups used structured and nonstructured
exercises followed by discussion of their perceived meanings
and learning value. A male Ph.D. psychologist was responsible
for both encounter groups.

All RAs completed the Personal Orientation Inventory (P01)and the Tennessee Self C'ncept Scale (TSC) before and afterthe treatment period. Pretest-posttest difference scores wereanalyzed using a one-way analysis of variance for these two
dimensions of the study. The Analysis of variance of the pre-
tests showed that the groups were not significantly different
at the start. The RAs also responded to questionnaires con-
cerning behavioral and attitudinal data at the conclusion of the
treatment period. Analysis of variance was also applied to
data for each of these dimension: of the study.

Advisees selected for the study took part in post-treatment
period testing only. They completed the POI, the TSC, and the
questionnaires concerning behavioral and attitudinal data.
Analysis of variance was applied to the data for each of the
dimensions of the study for advisees.



The analyses of variance with one exception did not demon-
strate the effectiveness of encounter group experiences for
resident advisors in improving dimensions of self-actualization
among the advisors or their advisees. Neither subjects in the
marathon group nor those in the time-extended group changed
significantly from those in the untreated control group.

Advisees of resident advisors in the marathon group changed
on one dimension, that of inner-directed satisfying relation-
ships as measured by frequency of self-initiated satisfying re-
lationships with peers anci/nr faculty experienced each month.
This result suggests that the advisees of the RAs in the mara-
thon group sought new relationships. This seeking behavior on
the part of the advisees may have been the result of increased
warmth and relatedness between the advisees and the RAs who
participated in the marathon group.

Resident advisors who participated in the encounter groups
also res'onded to a questionnaire concerning their perceptions
of the group experience. They perceived their participation in
the groups as valuable to them personally and as RAs. Parti-
cipants in both groups unanimously and without solicitation
recommended that the encounter group be made an integral
part of the RA training program. These perceptions gave sup-
port to the experiential value of the encounter groups.

Limitations to this study include the influence of the per-
sonality, skill, style, and theoretical orientation of the leader:
the relatively brief time period before outcome measurement;
possible contamination of data by interaction among m.:mbers
of treatment and control groups; and the random assignment
of subjects which precluded manipulating group composition in
ways purported to maximize individual and group growth and
change. A reassessment of process is a consideration for
future research as a means of identifying some of the com-
plexities of interpersonal and intrapersonai interactions which
:re more like real-life situations than those which one dimen-
sional or even multi-dimensional tests can evaluate.

Findings of this study do not support the enthusiasm for en-
counter groups reported in recent literature. Results demon-
strated that the treatments had no significant effect on self-
actualization and some of its behavioral correlates. Based
upon these outcomes, the encounter group at this time holds
promise for the mental health practitioner only in its per-
ceived experiential value for the participants.

Order No. 73-10,935, 156 pages.

A PAH rICIPANT OBSERVATION STUDY WHICH EXAMINES
THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A PEER
GROUP COUNSELING PROJECT

William Louis FIRKINS, Ph.D.
Syracuse University, 1972

The purpose of this exploratory study was to ecainine the
development and implementation of a peer group counseling
project. The setting selected for this study was Judson High
School which was located in the upstate New York community
of Waterville. These are fictitious names used in order to
maintain the personal privacy of the people in the community
The research population consisted of twenty-four high school
students who volunteered to participate as members of three
peer counseling groups that met twice per week for ten weeks
during the Spring, 1971, semester; six high school juniors who
were selected to serve as co-leaders for the three peer coun-
seling groups; two faculty members of Judson High who qe:rved
as coordinators of the peer group counseling project: twenty
parents of the peer group members who volunteered to pr-
timpate in ten weekly group counseling sessions; and nine
members of the citizens advisory committee to the peer group
counseling project.

The research tool utilized was participant observation. In
this study oartacipant observation was not viewed as a single
methodology but rather as a research enterprise, a style of
combining several methods toward a particular end. There-

fore, the techniques of informal interviewing, direct observa-
tion, respondent interviewing, and direct participation were all
utilized in the data collection process. No recording of ob-
servations or interview sessions was done in the presence of
the subjects in this study. Rather, detailed notes were kept in
a field diary on a consistent day-to-day basis. My entrance
into the student, parent, advisory, and leader groups was ex-
plained on the basis of my role as observer. However, as I
gained increasing acceptance with the various groups, I was
accepted more as a member than as a researcher.

The perspectives that emerged in the study suggest that the
"drug problem" that emerged in the community had shattered
the illusion that "small town people can solve all their prob-
lems." The traditional community "helpers" (e.g., clergy,
medical doctors, guidance counselors) were not seen by many
parents, students, and citizens as being "helpful* people in
this consciousness ill society.

Given the condition of the existing institutions and the high
degree of anxiety among the citizens toward the 'drug problem,
the community members mobilized their resources in support
of the peer group counseling program. For some citizens this
effort represented a new form of institutional resolution of per-
sonal problems. For others, the peer group counseling pro-
gram was a way to restore the illusion that 'small town people
can handle their problems." From the student perspective, the
peer project was an opportunity to publicly discuss their per-
sonal concerns and disenchantment with small town life on
'school time." But, as the data suggests, the needs of these
mutually significant others were not uncomplementziry. The
various groups in the peer project found that they shared
similar concerns and anxieties. They also found that the one
clear alternative available was to admit that, although they
were not impotent in the face of the "drug problem" and other
problems of mass society, they had no answer to these prob-
lems. All they could do ,vas to turn to each other and share
their concerns and disillusionment yith the changes emerging
in small town life. Their illusion that "if more people lived in
small towns we wouldn't have all of these problems," was re-
placed by the reality that there were no clear answers to their
problems. Being forced to rely on each other's resources for
help, enabled new patterns of human interaction to emerge in
the community.

For example,, the peer counseling groups helped to alter the
organizational barriers so that students and teachers could
find ways of bringing their "business* and "human" lives more
closely together in the school. The relationship that existed
between the project coordinators and the student leaders was
%markedly different from the usual teacher-pupil relationship.
In the peer groups the students talked about items of personal
concern that were not discussed in the school curriculum or in
other socio-sexual activities: fear of failure, suicide, death.
religion, love, dating, marriage, abortion. se'aial relations,,
drugs,, and problems with parents, peers and teachers. Many
students learned that their feelings toward failure, death, sui-
cide, etcetera, were shared by their peers. They were no
longer alone in, thinking that these feelings were "wierd" or
"abnormal." The groups also provided the students with an
opportunity to appreciate "differentness" in their peers.
Group members came together with their peers from other
"tracks" and grades. No longer were they permanently seo-
rated by the organizational barriers in the school. Reg-ardsft
the process in the peer groups, the data i.uggest that there was
little controiersy or disagreement among the group members.
tae can hypothesize that the reason for this phenomena was
that the peer groups were in the first stage of development
with the group process operating to aioul controversy among
the members.

The parents, too, began to experience a new relationship
with the students and the other parents in the project. They
found that they had stressed too much the avoidance of drugs
and ignored the real concerns of their children. Like the stu-
dents, they found that they were not alone in their concerns
and frustrations. As they talked publicly about their problems,
they found that other parents shared similar feelings. As the
project evolved, they also hegan to rely more on their own re-
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sources and the resources of other parents. The traditional
pattern of relying on the "experts" in the community for guid-
ance had been altered due to the "drug problem."

Even the advisory members began to better understand the
real concerns of the adolescents in the community. They, too,
had stressed too much the avoidance of drugs and ignored the
other concerns of the youth in the community. Through their
participation on the advisory committee, the members were
able to alter the traditional pattern for citizen participation in
the school program. No longer did the citizens have to be pas-
sive observers.

It can be said, then, that the personal crisis, the "drug
problem" that emerged in Waterville, can in many ways be
viewed as a good thing. In a short time the "problem" helped
to love the parents, citizens, teachers, and students in the
project into new patterns of human interaction, both within the
school and the community. Some of the organizational para-
phernalia that engulfed both students and teachers was removed
or altered. Iii the process, the students did not appear to learn
less. In fact, we can hypothesize that the students obtained im-
portant new learning in the affective domain. Nor was the
teacher's role negatively compromised in the project. Rather,
their lives, and the lives of the students, parents and advisory
members, appear to have been enriched by the increase in
human interaction. Yet the program had limits. For example,
the program was controlled by school officials without any
effort being made by the students to move the peer groups out
into the community. The program affected only a small pro-
portion of the students, parents, teachers, and citizens in the
community. It was clearly a "govt' beginning" offering these
mutually significant others a way to develop new patterns of
human interaction in the school and community.

Order No. 73-1722, 428 pages.

A N1ODCL FOR TRAINING MIGRANT ADOLESCENTS TO
ASSUME THE ROLE OF ADOLESCENT-EDUCATORS WITH
YOUNGER CHILDREN

Minion GARCIA, Ed.D.
The University 01 Florida, 1972

Chairman: Dr. C. Glen Hass

This study 1. as designed to deelop and test an early child-
hood training model for training migrant adolescents to assume
the role of adolescent-educators with younger children, espe-
cially those of preschool age. The study also sought to deter-
mine the effects that this training had on the adolescents and on
the younger children. It was suggested that as a result 01 the
training. changes in attitudes and self-concept would occur in
the adolescents ahich would be significantly dillerent from
changes in the attitudes and self-concept in adolescents not
trained. It was also suggested that changes in intellectual de-
velopment would occur in the younger children %%Ito participated
in the training program which would be significantly different
from the intellectual development of younger children who did
not participate in the training program.

Procedure

The How I See Myself Scale, the Social Rnaction Inventory,
and a Semantic Differential Scale were used in measuring self-
concept, changes in locus ot control, and attitudes of the ado-
lescents. The Pt abody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) and the
Raven Colour ProgressRe Nlatn. were used to measuriag in-
tellectual de% elopment of the younger childi .ti. These instru-
ments ,.vec administered to subjects tandomly assiiiied to hie
xptrimenial and control ,.;rolips.

Analysis of variance was used in analysing the data collected
in order to derive F scores. Where F's were significant at the
05 level for the interaction of treatment and pre- to posttest

measurements, t-tests weie pertornied to determine the prob-
ability 01 dilference posttest means g: ) occurring. In
addition rank order correlations of the Semantic Differential
Referent Words for both groups of adolescents were also per-
formed.

Summary and Conclusions

The statistical analysis of the data collected 011 the adoles-
cents and younger children permitted only 1 of the 15 null hy-
potheses to be rejected. This was the hypothesis dealing with
change in the attitude towards children. However, notice was
taken of the high rank-order correlation displayed by the exper-
imental adolescent group.

Although theie were no other significant differences related
to the hypotheses. mean change did occur in every case. Exam-
ination of these changes revealed that the experimental adoles-
cent group had a gi eater change in 5 of the 5 factors of the
scale used to measure self concept and 7 of the 11 attitudes
measured by the Semantic Differential Scale.

In examining the changes in means front pre- to posttest by
both groups these observations can be made. The experimental
group showed gam, in the expected direction in 14 of the 17
measures. The cont: 01 gi oup showed gains in the expected di-
rection in 5 of tie: 17 measures, Both groups showed decrease
in means from pre- to posttest in 2 measures. These were in
their attitude towards police and government.

Both groups of yotingei children showed significant gains in
the expected directm m 1 of the 2 measures of intelketual de-
velopment, In the other measure. the control group showed an
increase in 01( an in :he expected dirket:on while the experi-
mental hroup shused a cieci ease in mean.

Suggestions for Fui ther Research

These suggestions are offered for further research that
would deal with the goals and objectives considered in thisstudy: 1. Determine it preschoolers age 3,5-4.5 can be trainedto solve matrices similar to Raven Colour Progressive Matrix.
2. Development of more refined instruments for nieasuring the
attitude of adolescents towards work, school, self, fellow stu-
dents, guidance counselors, teachers, school principals, and
parents. 3. Development of instruments to measurethe transfer
of learning from teacher to adolescent to preschooler.

Order No. 73-15,494, 106 pages.

THE EFFECTS OF INTERGRADE TUTORING WITH GROUP
GUIDANCE ALTIVITIES ON THE READING ACHIEVEMENT,
SELF-CONCEPT, ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOL AND
BEHAVIOR OF THIRD AND FOURTH GRADE TUTORS AND
ON THE READING ACHIEVEMENT AND BEHAVIOR OF
FIRST AND SECOND GRADE TUTEES

William Ernest GARDNER, Ed.D.
Wayne State University, 1973

Adviser: John Vriend

Statement of Problem Area

The major purpose of this study was to investigate the ef-fects of intergrade directed tutoring with group guidance ac-tivities on the reading achievement, self-concept, attitudes
toward school, and behavior of third and fourth grade low-
achievers in a Detroit inner-city public elementary school.
A secondary purpose of the study was to measure the effects
of directed tutoring and group guidance activities on the read-
ing achievement and behavior of first and second graders



(tutees) involved in the project.

Sources of Data

Research instruments used were: 1. The California Read-
ing Tests, Upper Primary and Lower Primary, Forms W and
X, 2. Bills' Elementary School Index of Adjustment and Values
3. A semantic differential scale, 4. A teacher evaluation form,
and 5. A parent's informal questionnaire.

The Methodology Employed

The proposal for this study was submitted to the Depart-
ment of Research and Development of the Detroit City Schools
for approval. Permission was granted to conduct the study in
a local inner-city public elementary school.

Letters were sent to the parents of 101 pupils request:n.4
written permission for them to participate in the project. The
subjects here entered into the prwgram only after the written
consent of the parents Wert etur Pd U the school. All writ-
ten permissions were granted heft re the proAram began. Staff
orientation .%as conducted ov the investigator. who was also
the school principal, in an effort to apprise the staff of the pro-
ject. Otien:ation was also provided for 104 pupils who bad
been s'leete'd to participate in the project.

T1 ,e Calit.mna Heading Test, 1...y.%er Primary, Form V %%as
administered to the 52 subjects in the T :tee 1.:\periniPutal and
Control Groups. The tipper Pronar:. of the Caltfornia
ileacitn, Test, Form W, icas administered t) the 52 subjects :n
the Tutor E.NperimPntal and Control Groups. Bills' E.lernentary
School iedev. of Adjustment and Valaes a.el the semaratc differ-
ential scale were ako administered t the tutor groups. These
tests iteie administered, in the order as stated, by the investi-
gator %%ith the assistance of adult supervisors in the project.
Teacher evaluation forms were passed out t., aid crimpleted by
classroom teachers of all participants during the week the sub-
jects were being pre-tested.

A two-group t-test was used to test mean gain differences
between the experimental :Ind control groups on reading achieve-
ment, behavior, self-concept. and attitudes toward school.
(Tutees were tested on reading achievement and behavior only.)

At the conclusion of the ten-week tutorial program, post-
tests were administered to the 96 subjects in the Experimental
and Control Groups. Post-test reactions of the classroom
teachers of all participants were gathered on teacher evalu-
ation forms during the week the subjects were post-tested.

Major Findings

1. No signiltcant difference was found between the experi-
mental subjects, by groups. and the control subject. s, by groups,
on pre-test reading achievement mean scores.

2. Not all experimental tutee groups showed guns in read-
ing achievement greater than did all the control tutee groups.
as was predicted.

3. All experimental tutor groups showed gains in reading
achievement greater than those of the control tutor groups, as
was predicted.

4. The experimental tutors, as a group, showed gains in
reading achievement greater than those of the experimental
tutees, as a group.

5. Not all e:o.p-rimental tutee groups sho.ved gains in be-
havior greater than those of the control tutee groups, as was
predicted.

6, Not all experimental tutor groups showed gains in be-
havior ;treater than those of the control tutor groeps.

7. All experimental tutor groups showed gains in self -
concept greater than those of the control tutor groups.

8. Not all verimental tutor groups showed gains in atti-
tudes toward school greater than those of the control tutor
groups,

9. The experimental groups, as a whole, had slightly fewer
absences during the treatment period than did the control group,
as a whole.

10. The parents of the experimental subjects had positive
feelings about the effects of their children's participation in
the project. Order No., 73-31.723. 170 pages.

EFFECTS OF PEER TUTORING, HOMEWORK, AND
CONSEQUENCES UPON THE ACADEMIC PERFOR
MANCE OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN

Virgil William HARRIS III, Ph.D.
University of Kansas, 1972

The effects of peer tutoring procedures on the spelling and
math performarce of elementary school children were inves-
tigated in Experii lent 1 and 2. In Experiment 1 (spelling)
weekly test gains from pre-test to post-test were consistently
higher for tutored woed lists than for comparison word lists.
In Experiment 2 (math) higher accuracies and rates of perfor-
mance were always correlated with the tutored math sessions.
Control conditions for both experiments suggested that inter-
action between students during the tutorial periods was re-
sponsible for the enhanced acadethic performance in spelling
and math. When elementary school students were given daily
homework assignments in social studies (Experiment 3) and
math (Experiment 4), relatively few children completed the
assignments accurately and subsequent classroom performance
in social studies and math was only slightly affected or was
not affected. However, consequences provided for accurate
completion of the homework assignments increased the num-
ber of students completing homework and the accuracy with
which the homework assignments were completed. Further,
assignment of homework and consequences for accurate com-
pletion of homework was associated with increased accuracy
of performance in the classroom as compared to when no home-
work was assignt.J.

In the past several years, behavioral consequences have
been extensively used to decrease the disruptive behavior of
students in classrooms (e.g., O'Leary and Becker, 1967; Bar-
rish, Saunders, and Wolf, 1969; Thomas, Becker, and Arm-
strong, 1968) and to increase students' attending or study be-
havior (e.g., Bushell, Vrobel, and Michaelis, 1968; Hall, Lund,
and Jackson, 1968; Bailey, Wolf, and Phillips, 1970). More
recently, attention has been focused on attempts to use be-
havioral consequences to modify directly academic perfor-
mance (i.e., accuracy and response rate on academic tasks).
These studies have been conducted with individual students
(Lewitt and Curtiss, 1968, 1969; Lovitt and Esveldt, 1970;
Kirby and Shields, 1972; Lovitt, Eaton, Kirkwood, and Pelander,
1971), with groups of students in experimental classroom set-
tings (Miller and Schneider, 1970; Chadwick and Day, 1971;
Ferritor, Buckholdt, Hamblin, and Smith, 1972), and with
groups of students in traditional classroom settings 1,14ovitt,
Guppy, and Blattner, 1969; Hopkins, Schutte, and Gar .a, 1971;
Hamblin, Hathaway, and Wodarski, 1971; Sulzer, Hunt Ashby,
Komarski, and Krams, 1971; Hanley and Perelman, 1971). In
general, the results of these studies indicate that rate and/or
accuracy of academic performance may be improved through
the of direct consequences for academic performance. The
series of studies to be described here incorporated experimen-
tal methodologies, measurement systems, and ways of provid-
ing consequences similar to those used in these earlier studies.
In addition to examining the effect of various consequences on
academic performance, the present studies investigated the
effects of peer tutoring and homework assignments on aca-
demic performance. Order No. 73-11,893, 94 pages.



AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY EXAMINING THE SELF-
CONCEPT AND EFFECTIVENESS OF RESIDENT
ASSISTANTS IN ROUTINE ON-THE-JOB TRAINING AND
IN A SOECIAL TRAINING PROGRAM UTILIZING ENCOUN-
TERTAPES. (Pages 100-103. previously copyrighted material
not microfilmed at request of author. Available for consulta-
tion at State University of New York Library at Albany I

James Arnold HAYES. Ed.D.
State University of New York at Albany. 1973

One of the main inferences of Rogers' theory of psycho-
therapy and personality change is that the individual who has
a good understanding of himself will most likely be quite ef-
fective in interpersonal relationships. in human relations
training programs one of the central goals is to develop an in-
dividual's ability to understand his own behavior and the be-
havior of others. This study explored Rogers' theoretical con-
cept and the goals of human relations training by looking at the
level of effectiveness and self concept of undergraduate resi-
dent assistants who participated in leaderless training sessions
based on the theory of group encounter.

Undergraduates are commonly employed as paraprofes-
sional members of residence hall staffs. Accurate methods
of identifying those who are most effective in dealing with stu-
dents are quite valuable in the selection and training of resi-
dent assistants, for these individuals can have a great deal of
influence on the socio-psychological development of college
students. Dimcan's Resident Advisor Evaluation Form is a
standardized, forced-choice instrument used to measure resi-
dent assistant effectiveness. The Tennessee Sell-Concept Scale
is a widely used measure of self-concept. These instruments
were used to compare resident assistants who received routine
on-the-job training to those who received the same training
plus exposure to five three-hour sessions of encountertapes.
Twenty-six resident assistants received on-the-job training.
Twenty-six resident assistants began the encountertape train-
ing but only eight completed the five three-hour sessions.

The hypotheses, which are concerned with the degree of
change in self-concept and the effectiveness level of resident
assistants, were tested through application of a repeated mea-
sures research design. Statistical procedures included anal-
ysis of variance and Pearson's product-moment coefficient of
correlation. The subjects were volunteer resident assistants
employed at the State University of New York at Albany.

The results of the study indicate that the resident assistant
selection process at Albany may be quite adequate even though
lit is an entirely subjective process. Initial effectiveness
scores for resident assistants in the study were fairly high.
This made it quite difficult to obtain statistically significant
increases in effectiveness scores due to exposure to on-the-
job training and/or encountertape training.

Self-concept was found to be a relatively stable trait. Ex-
cept in very specific dimensions of self-concept the encounter-
tapes and on-the-job training produced no significant change
in a positive direction. Other findings indicated that high self-
concept is not necessarily associated with a high level of ef-
fectiveness, and the test instruments were not biased regarding
the sex of the subjects in the study.
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A COMPARATIVE DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF MSU STUDLNT
VOLUNTEERS AND THE RELATIONSHIP OF THEE BACK-
GROUND AND INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS TO STUDENT
ACTIVISTS AND TO NON-VOLUNTEER STUDENTS

Maxie C. JACKSON, JR., Ph.D.
Michigan State University, 1972

The purpose of this study was to compare the characteristic
profiles of MSU Student Volunteers to the characteristic pro-
files of MSU Non-Volunteer Students and student activists.
More specifically, this study tested the overall hypotheses that

a comparative descriptive study of the background and indi-
vidual characteristics of MSU Student Volunteers and MSU Non-
Volunteer Students would illustrate a closer profile relation-
ship, i.e., background and individual characteristics, between
MSU Student Volunteers and student activists than between MSU
Student Volunteers and MSU Non-Volunteer Students.

Procedures

A comprehensive review of the research pertaining to stu-
dent activists yielded a consistent profile of these students.
Compared to non-activist students, they tended to be from
families that were better educated and socioeconomically more
Privileged. They also tended to be from households th?t re-
flected a more democratic and anti-authoritarian atmosphere,
and where intellectual and aesthetic activities were pursued
and preferred.

The population from which the sample groups were selected
included all of the Fall Quarter 1971 first-term freshmen en-
tering Michigan State University that participated in a question-
naire survey developed and administered by the MSU Office of
Evaluation Services. The inventories obtained personal history
and opinion data from each of the students. The sample of MSU
Student Volunteers included 108 students from the population
group that made application to and volunteered via the MSU
Volunteer Bureau within three weeks of the beginning of the
term. A second sample of 171 MSU Non-Volunteer Students
was randomly selected from the population group minus thosein the first sample.

Inventory items that were identified as relevant to testing
the hypotheses were selected for analysis. An .05 level of
significance was needed to accept each of the ten hypotheses,
eight of which were tested by a Chi-Square analysis and two bya t-test.

Conclusions

An analysis of the data resulted in the following conclusions:
I. MSU Student Volunteers were not from higher socio-

economic status backgrounds than MSU Non-Volunteer Students,i.e., family income, professional occupations and educational
achievement.

2. MSU Student Volunteers did not perceive their parents
as being devoted to intellectual and esthetic pursuits more than
did MSU Non-Volunteer Students.

3. MSU Student Volunteers did perceive their households asbeing more democratic and anti-authoritarian than did MSU
Non-Volunteer Students.

4. MSU Student Vo,zateers did not perceive their parentsa aarticipants in selected civic activities more than did MSU
Non-Volunteer Students.

5. MSU Student Volunteers did not hold more leadership
positions in high school than did MSU Non-Volunteer Students.

G. MSU Student Volunteers had not enjoyed selected "out-of-
class" experiences and accomplishments more than had MSU
Non-Volunteer Students.

7. MSU Student Volunteers did participate in and/or appre-ciate more, intellectual and aesthetic activities and events thandid MSU Non-Volunteer Students.
8. MSU Student Volunteers were not better informed about

political events than were MSU Non- olunteer Students.
9. MSU Student Volunteers were not more self-confident

than were MSU Non-Volunteer Students.
10. MSU Student Volunteers were more interested in helping

other people than were MSU Non-Volunteer Students.
Order No. 73-12,743, 105 pages.



AN INVESTIGATION OF THE RF.LATIONSHTP BETWEEN
It E:SIDENCE HALL ASSISTANT EFFECTIVENESS AND
SELECTED VARIABLES

Linwood JACOBS,, Ed.D.
University of Virginia, 1973

Major Professor: Dr. Paul B. Walter

PROBLEM

The purpose of this study was twofold: (1) to investigate
the relationship of selectea variables with resident assistant
effectiveness. and (2) to determine the best combination and
weighting of these variables to predict resident assistant ef-
fectiveness.

The following hypotneses were tested:
1. There will be no significant relationship between resi-

dent assistant effectiveness ratings and any sub-test on the
Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey (G-ZTS).

2. There will be no significant relationship between resi-
dent assistant effectiveness ratings ant' the Carkhuff Index of
Discrimination (CID).

3. There will be no significant relationship between resi-
dent assistant effectiveness ratings and recommendation rating.

4. There will be no significant relationship between resi-
dent assistant effectiveness ratings and interview ratings.

5. There will be no significant relationship between resi-
dent assistant effectiveness ratings and the University Infor-
mation Test score.

6. There will be no significant relationship between resi-
dent assistant effectiveness ratings and grade point average.

7. There will be no significant multiple correlation be-
tween resident assistant effectiveness ratings and any weighted
linear combination of predictor variables.

SAMPLE AND PROCEDURES

The sample consisted of 63 male and 40 female resident
assistants. This group of 103 resident assistants comprised
the total complement of resident assistants employed in resi-
dence halls designated for first-year students.

The Duncan Resident Advisor Evaluation Form (RAEF) was
completed by the students residing on each of the 103 resident
assistants' halls for which they were responsible. Residents
were rereiested ,o complete and return the answer sheets
in sealed envelopes to their respective resident assistants.
Eighty-three percent of the first-year class participated in the
study. The investigator administered the Carkhuff Index of
Discriminailon to the subjects. Information regarding the other
variables v=as obtained from the files of the Office of Student
Affairs.

FINDINGS

Hypothesis I which stated that there would be no significant
relationship between resident assistant effectiveness and any
sub-test on the G-ZTS was rejected. The correlation hetween
four 0- ZTS sub-tests, General Activity, Objectivity, Friendli-
ness, and Personal Relations, and the RAEF were found to be
siolficant at the .05 level of confidence. Hypotheses II through
VI which concerned relationships between resident assistant
effectiveness and the Carkhuff Index of Discrimination (CID)
scores. Recommendation and Interview ratings, University In-
formation Test scores, and grade point averages were re-
tained.

Hypothesis VII which stated that there would be no signifi-
:ant multiple correlation between resident assistant effective-
less ratings and any weighted linear combination of predictor
:ambles was rejected. This hypothesis dea:t with establish-
ing an equation to predict effectiveness ratings from scores on
the predictor variables. The multiple R between four of the

predictor variables, G-ZTS sub-tests Objectivity, Emotional
Stability, Sociability, and General Activity, and the RAEF was
.347 which was significant at the ,05 level of confidence.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions of this investigation of resident assistant
effectiveness are as follows:

1. The screening pros -ss that was used in the selection of
resident assistants at the Lraversity of Virginia resulted in
resident assistants who were perceived by residents as being
highly effective.

2. Significant correlations do exist between resident as-
sistant's characteristics and their effectiveness,

3. Even within a group of resident assistants who are se-
lected by a very rigorous screening process, a prediction
schema can be developed. This implies that prediction schema,
may be found to be a valuable tool for selecting resident hall
assistants at universities where less rigorous methods are
employed. Order No. 73-24,981. 131 pages.

THE EFFECT OF THE HELPING EXPe:RIENCE UPON THE
SELF-CONCEPT OF rilE HELPER

KELLY, Hai .Zanies, Pit.D.
Univerilty of Pittsbureh, l73

This stud./ was directed toward the exploration (4 ;ie of the
usually unstated pre-nises !w which :natty peoile who function
as :wipers nt others operate: in the helping of .ther people,
the person in the helping role nhances the process of persona:
change for inmsell. is ,eas liveothesi.ted that :tier:men:lc 1:,-
havior with relard to th.. helper was likely to ,.....itoraie chance
ir. self - concept and other di:nensions related r, -eif-percentior.
:1:; sobscrib4-t in (Alert centered therany.

At a anal! Catholic college in rural Pennsylvania durinC
the 11)71-72 academy vt..a, 20 untrained irr..diian mildews.
coluinittl to worlonv: as volunteer heli rs in fac, -to-:ace re-
lationsh.ps with ietarded chil.:rer., 1.tr
ban. 1 his (soup was compared to .:r ups: 1. t

of freshman student., committed to t,ereral pro,ets
a less personal i.atur in the cainous community ana.
mar Attt.e:1( (t.er:(1: 1..1 h.: ante: views :Is 31W
or .ting sert. t: icts of la stir

cwo instrument.; ti'.ed for mak:: ,, :::-evaticiii of t:;t*
th;.e gritios :d int..itioa -.ad the ,...o:npl..t.an a: the :tang.
One was a simple racd sort of attributive ,tatruents, the
Sort, by which sublocts indicated their self-c Incepts, e ;n-
cepts of others and self -1.1eals. The lizgr School Form of
Instrument of Adjustment Values was used to obtain other
measures tit self-concept, self-acceptor ee, self-ideal, per-
roved self-concepts of others, self-acceptance of others and
self- ideal of others.

Verif ;cat 'on of Ow a.ffii t tf the helping relationship upon
and reh I. ti perca ration- of helpers war, sought

0 rompaiisons ann,!,:t a,. 1 botwo.el, (;:e 011.. observed
0.1, tilt Si>. (i(;!:..:(1) ut tl.o !..(z!(:y.
1:.( Ora e troops of participants wci c 1:.;:npared at the out-

.. t tlat, siudy and it 1411.d to be different in
:on el tit ma ar.,1 -ete.cepts. The Helper group was

tees. r',( al to t.Nliibq tht t.rei; est amoont of :nc cease in the most
o (.) p( rc eptions of :Au and others ir. com-
p, wit!' the otlici tv.t, ,;rasps over the duration of the study,

(.17. with rei.,ard to sell -ideal measurements, the Helper
croup chattered tam Icast. In fact, the mean change in one mea-
;, ; e of self-ideal elt a at dined somewhat for the Helper gi cup,

;,,non; the ,roils, the Noncontinitttd group of students made
the fewest mean changes for the dimensions pertaining to self
and others.

The study generally demonctrated that students who helped
nt ;icrs on a face-to-face basis underwent greater positive

1 5



ccanr,e in self-concept and other related dimensions that did
stuaents eche. helped in service projects. Students who helped

fae-:o -face basis underwent an even greater change in
11 v.1111 stul his %illo did participate as helpers at

hi:. In cor.parsen with the latter mentioned noncom-
f, ant .1 'Alit:, 1:11 di mini:drab d that students
lit,, hi !tad seri pt,,,eett, until risenr suale greater nica-
-v.:, of chaie..e in a positi.,.2

*Inc r. cult. of this doctinieet the benefits which ..lie
e cup of It eshman student . at a small ldu i al arts re-

-.veelt,e. se: i int. as in 'intimate helping relationships' ...Laded eniliii en.
a:. h. lo,..rs in less personal si -

ii ea; wvic ole-ert. te OA' p-A:to ye cham,e in their
of thenu,:!vt:; others, but not to a:; la,-ge a men-

.: the ch;.ie,c. :net- zt by the helpers In re
iht.onshrir,. The service 'telpers nisi) showed a decreased

f mac. ; y between then' s.1...-concept nod self-ideal measure-
nieuts.

Stuilehts who were idertilied a, concommitted to either in-
or service relation:411,x were not observed to

nevi undergone significant p ;safe.. in their perceptions
then:selves or other petiole. °in: the observed period, mea-

-a:In:tents tar sell-concept and sell-ideal for the noncommitted
.stiv.ents did not show a reduction In differences.
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SOME EFFECTS OF TUTORING EXPERIENCES ON
TUTORING AND TUTORED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CHILDREN

Wylie Colentan JONES, JR.,
University of Georgia. 1973

Supervisor: Bert 0. Richmond

The effects of cross-age tutoring projects on self-esteem
and altitudes toward subject matter is an area previously un-
explored. The present study tested chances in self-esteem as
measured by the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (SEI) and
the drawing height on the Draw-a-Persn (DAP). This study
also tested changes in attitude toward reading .is measured by
the Estes Attitude Toward Reading Scale (ATRS).

The sample was comprised of 172 rural. Black children
from low socio-economic environments who attended school
in a northeast Georgia school system. Children in the sample
were at least one year behind in reading as measured by the
reading subtest of the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT)
and had IQ scores of 55 ur above as measured by the Culum:o..
Mental Maturity Scale (CM.MS1.

Third and sixth grade children were randomly assigned to
tutee and control groups. Filth and eighth grade children MI'
randomly assigned to tutor and control nrenips. Tutors and
tutees ....ere paired in order to assure that no tutor was reeding
at a lower level than his tutee.. After four training sessions
for the tutors, both experimental and control groups used the
Power Builders cards from Science Reseal Lb Associates ISRA)
Reading Laboratories twice a we6t fur 45 minutes her day.
Teachers were available for both experimental and control
groups, but only gave help when gauger upon. Teachers rotated
between experimental and control groups.

On the self-esteem measures, a si_tnificant difference be-
tween attjusVd posttest scores of experimental and control
groups was timid only in one C' Eighth grade tutors luicl
significantly higher DAP scores than their contr (p .05).
Even here, the difference resulted more from decrease to
scores of controls than from inc rease in scores of tutors.

Changes in attitude toward reading was .lily significant be-
tween fifth grade tutors and controls (p .05). However this
difference in attitude resulted primarily from decrease in
scores by the control group rather .han from gains in s. ores
made by tutors.

A significant difference in reading gain was shown by sixth
grade tutees over their controls (p < .05). Eighth grade tutors
and controls both showed 0.3 of a year gain :n reading, which
is more gain than was to be expected ordinarily for these stu-
dents.

While r' suits of the program were Out noted as predicted,
this does not imply that the program was nut successful. hur
that a similar program would not succeed. Rather. implica-
tions are that the outside factors influencing the lives of these
children are far more powerful than might be expected front a
review of the literature.

The results of the tests of the author's hypotheses encour-
age further investigation in the same areas studied. but ever a
longer time period, and with total support (rein teachers.
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I. STUDENT VCLUNTEEll EFFECTIVENESS IN
A DELINQUENCY PREVENTION EXPERIMENT.
II. VALIDATION OF A SELECTION DEVICE FOR
VOLUNTEER PROBATION OFFICERS

Thomas Michael KELLEY, Ph.D.
Wayne State University. 1972

Adviser: August Kerber

The main object.% e of the present study was to investigate
the effectiveness of one-to-one counseling relationships between
college student-paraprofessionals and "pre-delinquent" adoles-
cents whose acting-out behavior had not yet reached a repetitive
or assaultive nature. Some 50 male undergraduate students
from Wayne State University and Wayne County Community
College in Detroit, Michigan were recruited, trained and super-
vised in one-to-one counseling relationships with male adoles-
cents referred from the Intake Department of the Wayne County
Juvenile Court, also in Detroit. Students worked with their
assigned juveniles for an entire academic year, spending a
minimum of two to three hours per week with their cases.
Class discussion and problem-solving sessions were held
weekly. For their involvement in the program, students re-
ceived from 5 to 12 hours of academic credit in Psychology.

Pre and post measures of school grades, attendance, recidi-
vism rates, and the Jesness Personality Inventory were col-
lected for the treatment group and for a matched control group
containing an equal number of subjects. Behavior ratings for
both groups before and again after treatment were also obtained
from school counselors, parents, and the studeaf volunteers.
Appropriate statistical computations were utilized to evaluate
treatment impact.

Results indicated that the treatment was not effective in
preventing further delinquent behavior on the part of treatment
youth as measured by either the number of treatment group
recidivists, or the seriousness of offenses committed by re-
cidivists. No significant differences were found between treat-
ment recidivists and non-recidivists for the number of coun-
seling contacts per month, number of hours per contact, number
of contact months, age of student counselor, college of student
counselor, or whether or not the student counselor had pre-
vious supervised counseling experience with adolescents. The
treatment also proved to be ineffective in terms of improving
school grades or attendance of treatment group youth. Further-
more, there were no significant differences between the total
treatment and control population on any of the sub-scales of
the Jesness Personality Inventory.

Companion counseling was effective in improving the school
behavior of treatment group youth as judged by the ratings of
school counselors. Significant improvements in school be-
havior (compared to the control group) also generalized to both
Wayne State University and Wayne County Community College
sub-groups. The treatment was further effective in itnoroving
the level of adjustment and ability to cope with problems for
treatment group youth as measured by the ratings of the stu-
dent counselors. Also, the treatment was judged effective in



improving the behavior of treatment group youth at home as
measured by the ratings of parents. Furthermore, treatment
group adolescents counseled for longer periods of time tended
to display lower rates of school truancy. Those treatment
group adolescents counseled by students from Wayne County
Community College when compared to the control grew showed
significant improvement on the Jesness Personality sub scales
of Immaturity and Social Anxiety. Finally, treatment group
adolescents counseled for longer periods of time tended to
improve on the Jesness Personality sub-scale of Withdraual.

A secondary goal of the present project was to validate .t
potential selection instrument for volunteer probat ton officers
called the Critical Incident Response Test. This instrument
was developed by the Volunteer Case-Aid Department at the
Oakland County Juvenile Court in Pontiac, Michigan. The in-
strument was administered to approximately 50 experienced
and inexperienced student volunteers at the Wayne County
Juvenile Court. The ability of the test to distinguish between
experienced and inexperienced student-paraprofessionals was
also evaluated.

Results indicated that the Critical Incident Response Test
displayed a high level of concurrent validity for the Wayne
County student volunteers. Individual items of the CIRT had
little pc.ver to discriminate between experienced and inexperi-
enced volunteers, Although the experienced group scored sig-
nificantly higher on the instrument than the inexperienced
group, other manipulations of the data seemed to indicate that
these differences were probably due to variables other than
experience or success as a volunteer.
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.\ DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION OF .\ PROGRAM TO
TRAIN UNIVERSITY STUDENT P1.ER COUNSELORS TO
CONIMUNICATE UNDERSTANDING. ACCEPTANCE, ADD
SINCERITY

Ronald Riehard KOPITA, Ph.D.
The University 01 Miele an,, 1973

Chairmal: Garry R. Walz

The purpose of this investigation to eeplore the effects
of an experimental training peoe: am for potential einversity
student peer counselors designed to improve their outward
communication of understanding, atemptance. :out sinterity
A therapeutic relationship. The following mapir Ipoetesee,
stated in null form, were examined:

I. There uttl be no statistic:ilk significant difference be-
tween the pre- and post-test in eail scores vottnn each of the
three treatment groups regardmg the development of verbal
skills to communicate understandme, acceptanc, and sincerity.

2. There will be no statistically significant ditterence be-
tween the pre- and post-test mean scores between the three
treatment groups rewarding the development of terb.e. skins
to communicate understanding, acceptance, and eincenty.

3. Within each group, there will be no statistically signifi-
cant difference between the pre- and post-test mean scores
of the instruments which measure those attitudes essential for
communicating understanding, acceptance, and sieterity.

4. Between each group. there will be no statistically sig-
nificant difference between the pre- and post -test mean scores
of the instruments which measure those attitudes essential for
communicating tenterstandine, acceptance. and sincerity.

These four major null hypotheses were translated into sub-
hypotheses appropt late to the meaeu ring lest ruin .:It used fot
the study. :\ pre- pest-control eroup &sten was utilized for
the researeh. The subjects were torty-t mat ersei students
enrolled in an nit rOdnelOr% educational pe.holoee eleirse at
the University of Micluean denim the tall term 1972. Students
were matched according to age, sex, marital status, year in
school. and academic major, and tandomli assiened to one
Experimental Group and two control groups.

C.) ,

A

The experimental training program was an adaptation of
Gilmore's (1969) training procedure and was administered over
a fifteen-week period. The program was designed to train peer
counselors specifically to improve their skills ot communicat-
ing understanding, acceptance, and sincerity by: (1) providing
opportunities for the individual to confront, explore, and ex-
pand his limitations of understanding acceptance, and eincerity:
and (2) structuring activities to practice directl) the behaviors
which communicate these three attitudes. Coot rot Group A
utilized a structured human relations training ping rani, hile
Control Group B relied on an unstructured human relations
training program. Sample sizes for the Exierimental Group,
Control Group A, and Control Group B were thirteen, fifteen,
and fourteen, respectively.

The following instrumeats were used in gathering the pre-
post-data: The Accurate Enlp.ith %. Notipessessive Warmth,
3enuineness, and Overall Therapeutic Relationship Subscales

Trua, 's Therapeutic Relationship Questionnaire were used
to assess ereap members' ability to outwark. communicate
understanding., acceptance, and sincerity. while Bereer's Ac-
ceptance of Self and Others Scale. Rokeach's Doematisni Seale,
and the Catoornia Pett.olotacal finentory (Fx and Pi sub -
scales) were emploied to examine those attitudes of the group
members purported to enhance the communication of under-
standing, acceptance, and sincerity.

Based en the analyses, the following findings were obtained:
1. The Experimental Group showed significant within group

changes for both the performance and attitudotal measures:
Control Group A stiosecl significant within group changes on
the performance measures and the Acceptance of Self and
Ottiers Scale: and Centro! Group 11 obtained nousteniticant
Aaiun group chant:is on all the scales except the Fx Subscale

which it negative t-value was obtained.
2. Across view') comparisons revealed limited statistical

senitheanee t %et pt for dogmatism and FN scores where the
Fe,It ring %tat Geu,, ..teeet..! the gi Latest positivt. changes.

3. Di recionial trends indicated that the Experimental and
Coet rot Group A tranang programs prodaced the most favor-

etuo.nes.
The lc/lox:1:g major ccmclus.ione ve re drawn from both the

data anal;isis and ei elan tiservations of the author:
1. leley to come unicete undc rsta nding, acceptance, mid

sincere% in a therapeutic relationship can be a'fected tie ough
beth behai etral trcouts and attitude eelf-ii seessmem, but
mere adtepeot waif of it:ea.:mime chance are needed.

2. Frogs supervi,ing counselor's point of view, in se-
lectine peer cowoo tor traincee, it is especially critical to
select those tide :dual' %%fin are chit racteristwally similar
:lid ho posees thoxc personal qualifier which foster changeeon :mu c perienees.

3. Structured training progi anis tend to produce more
favorable aititude and performance changes than unstructured
t ramine preera ins.

4. Attitudes of act (planet.. dogmatism, and flexibility
Js.ebologicalnondedness appear to be tangential to the out-
ward communication of understanding, acceptance, and sin-
cerity and appear not to have any direct i elationship to en-

tht therapeutic triad.
5. A replication of this study in different settings is needed.
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A STUDY OF THE USE OF UNDERACHIEVING STUDENTS
AS TUTORS FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN

Virginia Oleson KREUTZER, Ph.D.
Brigham Young University, 1973

Chairman: Lester N. Downing

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect a
student tutoring program for emotionally disturbed children
of the Utah State Hospital Youth Center had (.11 tutors in the



areas of reading, personal adjustment and social adjustment
during the period from November 1, 1972, to April 1, 1973.
The tutors were selected from underachieving students in theninth grade at Farrer Junior High School. There was no sig-
nificant difference between the tutor experimental group and
the control group after the tutoring experience. Efforts at
measurement and statistical workup failed to demonstrate
change. Order No. 73-29,512, 131 pages.

PEER UTILIZATION AS A PRIMARY AGENT FOR
EFFECTING BEHAVIORAL CHANGE IN MENTALLY
RETARDED CHILDREN

Jerome Elliott KRISTAL, D.Ed.
University of Oregon, 1973

Adviser: Earl Brabandt

Purpose

The pu.pose of the study was to determine tthether the use
of peer foo0els facilitated the acquisition of approm late social
behaviors deemed necessary for the successtul integration of
educable mentally retarded (EMR) subjects into a regular class
setting. The three major hypotheses presented were:

1. There would be no difference in the proportion at appro-
priate social behavior rating between EMR children paired with
peer models and trios' EMR children not paired with peer
models.

2. There would be no difference between the proportion m
appropriate social behaviors across phases for the EMR children
children paired mai: peer models and the EMR children not
paired with peer models.

3. There would be no difference in the gains in social ac-
ceptability ratings for EMIT children paired unit peer models
and EMR deli en not paired with peer models.

Older No. 73-28,608. 140 pages,

THE ROLE OF RESIDENCE HALL COUNSELORS AS
PERCEIVED BY ADMINISTRATORS, RESIDENT
ASSISTANTS, AND STUDENTS

Larry Lee MANGUS, Ed.D.
Indiana University, 1972

Chairman: Dr. Elizabeth A. Greenleaf

The purpose of this study was to determine the perceptions
of the role of residence hall counselors as held by adminis-
trators, resident assistants, and students at Indiana University.

The data for the study were obtained from a 77 item ques.
tionnaire which was developed from the descriptions of the
resident assistant position as listed in the Staff Manua Li.Indi-
ana University Residence Halls and Underitraduate Students as
Members of the Residence Hall Staff. The items in the instru-
ment were grouped under five major areas of responsibility
of residence hall counselors: (1) assisting individual students,
(2) enforcing rules and regulations, (3) establishing the environ-

s ment in the residence hall, (4) advising student groups. and
(5) performing administrative duties. The questionnaire.
which had a reliability test score of .86, was distributed to
16: administrators, 195 resident assi.itants, and 2,132
dents living in two residential cent?rs at Indiana University.
There was a 91 per coot return from administrators, a 92 per
coo' return from resident assistants, and a 73 per cent return
from students.

The participants rated each :tern in the questionnaire on a

fie choice continuum ranging from strongly agree to strongly
disagree. The responses to the items in the questionnaire
were her punched on IBM data cards. Frequency and per-
centage distributions were determined by means of the QUAPI
computer program. The BMUO2S Contingency Table Analysis
program was used to test for significant differences of opinion
among thethree publics as well as among students when ana-
lysed by sex, class rank, and differentiated housing programs.
The .05 level was used to accept or reject a null hypothesis.

The responses of students differed significantly from the
responses of administrators and resident assistants for 69 and67 of the 77 items respectively. The responses of adminis-
trators and resident assistants were more positive than the
responses of students to nearly all of the itenis. Students re-
sponded negatively to items with which they could personally
identify, i.e., to items which indicated the resident assistant
should have sonic concern about the well-being, personal life
style, environment, or academic conerns of students. They
also responded negatively to itenis which dealt with resident
assistants reporting students who violate university and resi-
dence hall regulations and state laws.

The opinions of administrators differed from resident as-
sistants for III, of the 77 items. Administrators responded
more positively than resident assistants to items concerning
the enforcement of rules and regulations, the setting of exam-
ples for students to follow, and the performance of some ad-
ministrative duties.

Female students responded more positively toward items
dealing with rule enforcement whereas male students re-
sponded more pcisitively to receiving academic assistance
from resident assistants.

Freshmen responded less positively to items with which
they could personally identify. Sophomores, juniors, and se-
niors were more positive toward items dealing with resident
assistants helping individual students. Seniors responded
more negatively in the areas of enforcing rules and regulations
and being an example for students to follow.

The physical structure of the residence hall and the exis-
tence of differentiated housing programs had an impact upon
the perceptions that students had of the role of resident assis-
tants. The responses of members of foreign language houses,
self-governing upperclass units, cooperative livingunits, apart-
ment type cooperative units, and residence scholarship units
varied significantly from non-differentiated housing students.
The responses of members of special academic floors and
freshmen-sophomore halls did not very significantly when
compared with non-academic residents and randomly assigned
freshmen and sophomores. Order No. 73-6987, 303 pages.

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF PEERLED AND ADULTLED
GROUP COUNSELING OF BEHAVIORAL PROBLEM GIRLS
IN A MIDDLE SCHOOL

Arthur L. MARGRO, Ph.D.
Fordhani University, 1973

Mentor. Robert Naun

The purpose of this study was to examine the effectiveness
of peer-led and adult-led group work with behavioral problem
girls in a middle school in a Westchester community in New
York State. This study compared the pre-post change in four
groups: one led by a school counselor, one led by a counselor
with a peer as co.-leader, one led by a peer as group leader,
and a control group.

The selected subjects were randomly assigned to four
groups of 8, 8, 8, and 8. The groups tact for 16 sessions. The
group leaders were a fully certified New York State female
guplAnce counselor and a trained eighth grade female peer.

In order to determine' the effects of the different group
leaders, all subjects were administered the Education Scale,
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the Self-Others Questionnaire,, the Rating Scale for Pupil Adjust-
ment, and the Picking Friends sociometric test at the beginning
and end of the counseling sessions. In addition, the experimenter
tabulated the number of absences, detentions, and tardinesses
accruing for each subject during the pre-counseling and post-
counseling periods. The data obtained from these sources were
submitted to statistical treatment.

The following were the results of the analysis 01 the data:
1. The analysis of the pre-counseling and post-counseling

mean scores for detentions showed !ewer detentions for all
four groups with the peer-led group showing the greatest de-
crements in the post-counseling period when comparisons were
made among the Counselor-led, the Counselor and Peer-led,
the Peer-led, and the Control groups.

2. The analysis of the pre-counseling and post-counseling
mean scores of the number of absences of the subjects in the
groups showed no significant reduction in the number of times
absent from school when comparisons were made among the
Counselor-led, the Counselor and Peer-led, the Peer-led, and
the Control groups.

3. The analysis of the pre-counseling and post-counseling
mean scores of the number of tardinesses of the subjects in
the groups showed no significant reduction in the number of
times tardy to school when comparisons were made among the
Counselor-led, the Counselor and Peer-led, thi Peer-led, and
the Control groups.

4. The analysis of differences between the pre- and post-
test mean scores of the Education Scale indicated no significant
change in attitude toward school when comparisons were made
among the Counselor-led, the Counselor and Peer-led, the
Peer-led, and Control groups. .

5. The analysis of the difference between the pre- and post-
test mean scores of the Self-Others Questionnaire indicated no
significant change in attitude toward self or toward others in
the subjects when comparisons were made among the Counselor-
led, the Counselor and Peer-led, the Peer-led. and Control
groups.

6. The analysis of the differences between the pre- and post.
test mean scores of the Rating Scale for Pudil. Adjustment
showed no change in teacher rated pupil adjustment Mien com-
parisons were made among the Counselor-led, the Counselor
and Peer-led, the Peer -led, and Control groups.

7. The analysis of the differences between pre- and post-
test mean scores showed no significant change in choice of
friends as measured by the sociometric test Picking Friends
when comparisons were made among the Counselor-led, the
Counselor and Peer-led, the Peer-led, and Control groups.

Order No. 73-16.053. 144 pages.

THE EFFECTS OF PEER-TUTORING ON LOW ACHIEVING,
DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS IN POLK COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

Morris Bill MOORE, Ed.D.
Mississippi Stale University, 1973

Director: Dr. Walter E. Sistrunk

The purpose of this study was to compare peer-tutored, low
achieving, disadvantaged students and a similar group of non-
tutored students to determine if peer-tutoring could influence
academic achievement in English and social science. The sub-
jects in this study were first semester freshmen at Polk Com-
munity College. They were 1972 high school graduates, having
Florida Twelfth Grade Test Scores below the 40th percentile
in a sub-score area of English or social science.

Seventy-two low achieving, disadvantaged students were se-
lected, using stratified random sampling techniques, and as-
signed to peer-tutored and non-tutored groups in English 101.
Sixty-six low achieving, disadvantaged students were selected
and assigned in a similar manner in American Studies 105.
This represents a 20 per cent stratified random sample in each
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of the peer-tutored and non-tutored groups chosen to repre-
sent the same percentage of sex, race, and achievement level
as that of the total disadvantaged, low achieving, subject area
population. All students in both the experimental and control
groups were assigned to the same teacher in their respective
subject areas.

The peer-tutors were chosen from high achieving, disad-
vantaged students who had completed English or social science
the previous years The peer-tutors received ten hours of train-
ing in techniques of tutoring. The peer-tutored groups re-
ceived two hours per week of tutoring during the semester.
The non-tutored groups received no special treatment.

All students in the study were given a teacher-made, 50
item, objective test during the first week of the fal' term. The
test in each subject area was based on the course objectives.

One week before the close of the fall term, the students in
each subject area were given a 50 item, teacher-made, objec-
tive test. The tests were based on the course objectives.

Analysis of co-variance was used to compute an adjusted
F ratio for each subject. Mean comparisons were made through
the use of the t test of quality point averages between the peer-
tutored and non-tutored groups in each subject area. A t test
was used to compare a third group of randomly selected stu-
dents' quality point averages in each subject area with the peer-
tutored and non-tutored students' quality point averages.

The problem was structured by seeking answers to eight
questions concerning academic achievement of low achieving,
disadvantaged students. Based on data analyzed in this study,
the following conclusions appear to be warranted.

1. There was no statistically significant difference in theachievement of peer-tutored, disadvantaged, low achieving stu-dents, and similar non-tutored students in the area of English
or in the area of social science, when measured by pre-test,
post-test methods,

2. There was no statistically significant difference in theachievement of peer-tutored, disadvantaged, low achieving stu-dents and similar non-tutored students in the area of Englishor the area of social science, when measured by comparingquality point averages in each subject area.
3. There was no statistically significant difference in theachievement of peer-tutored, disadvantaged, low achieving stu-dents and randomly selected students in the area of English

or the area of social science, when measured by comparing
quality point averages in each subject area.

4. There was no statistically significant difference in theachievement of non-tutored, disadvantaged, low achieving stu-dents and randomly selected students in the area of English
or the area of social science, when measured by comparing
quality point averages in each subject area.

It is recommended that studies should be undertaken with
larger sample sizes, unlimited amounts of peer-tutoring and
careful control of the tutoring to correlate with course objec-tives.

Order No. 74-2904, 99 pages.

THE EFFECT OF GLASSER PEER GROUP COUNSELING
UPON ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE, SELF SATISFACTION,
PERSONAL WORTH, SOCIAL INTERACTION AND SELF
ESTEEM OF LOW ACHIEVING FEMALE COLLEGE
FRESHMEN

Michael Brian O'NEIL, Ph.D.
The University of Akron, 1973

It was the purpose of this study to investigate the effect of
Glasser peer group counseling on residential female, college
freshmen itio demonstrated patterns of low achievement and
low self esteem. Low achievement was determined by a first
semester grade point average of 2.2 or below. Students below
the mean on the Tennessee Self Concept Scale were considered
as possessing a low self esteem, The study utilized student
group leaders trained in Glasser group techniques. The sample
consisted of 48 volunteer female college freshmen. The in-



vestigator expected to find significant differences in grade point
average between those receiving Glasser group counseling and
those receiving no group counseling. He also expected to find
significant differences in self satisfaction, personal worth, so-
cial interaction and self esteem as measured by the Tennessee
Self Concept Scale between those receiving Glasser group coun-
seling and those receiving no group counseling. The sample
was divided into low ability and high ability groups by pre-
iicted grade point averages recorded by the Admissions staff.
Experimental results were analyzed by utilizing five two way
analyses of variance to test five null hypotheses. The investi-
gator reported that there were no statistically significant dif-
ferences in grade point averages, nor in the self satisfaction,
the personal self, the social self or the self esteem scales as
measured by the Tennessee Self Concept Scale between those
receiving Glasser group counseling and those receiving no group
counseling. Order No. 74-9774, 109 pages.

A STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF PEER COUNSELING ON
THE CONCEPT OF SELF AND OTHERS OF NINTH GRADE
STUDENTS AT CHRISTIAN BROTHERS HIGH SCHOOL

Luther Ansel PARKER, Ed.D.
Memphis State University, 1973

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects of peer
counseling on the concept of self and others of ninth grade stu-
dents at Christian Brothers High School in Memphis, Tennes-
see. The study was organized to measure the effects of coun-
seling leadership, group sizo, and treatment replication using
one elf -coneept scale and one semantic differential to indicate
change in sell concept, one semantic differential to indicate
change in perception of others, and one semantic differential
to indicate preference for leadership and preference for group
size. The effects of the three independent variables (leader-
ship, size of group, and replication) were determined by a sta-
tistical analysis of the change scores (the difference between
the pre-test and post-test administration of the Tennessee Self-
Concept Scale, Semantic Differential I. and Semantic Differ-
ential II) and by a statistical analysis of thi post-test scores
of Semantic Differential III, Parts A and B.

One hundred thirty-five ninth grade students participated in
the study. These students were randomly assigned to one of
three groups: experimental group (pee counseled), control
group 1 (professional counseled), and control group 2 (no coun-
seling). Three peer counselors worked with the experimental
group and three professional counselors worked with the con-
trol 1 group. Each counselor had one group of five members
:nd one group of ten members. The remaining forty-five stu-
ients made up control group 2, which receives no counseling.
The counseling groups met for a fifty-minute session each week
:or a total of sixteen weeks.

The following instruments were administered to all sub-
jects as a pre-test and post-test measure: 1. The Tennessee
Self-Concept Scale. 2. Semantic Differential I. 3. Semantic
Differential II. The experimental group and control group 1
received an additional post-test, Semantic Differential III: A-B.
The analysis of these data revealed:

1. There was no significant difference in the effects of lead-
ership between the experimental and the two control groups,
however, there was a significant difference between control
group 1 and control group 2. Control group 1 evidenced a more
positive effect on the self-concept of the students. A prefer-
ence for peer or professional leadership was not indicated.

2. The data did substantiate a difference in the effects be-
tween the small counseling group and the large counseling group.
The small counseling group produced a positive change in self -
concept; the large counseling group produced a negative change
n self-concept. The students stated a definite preference for
a small counseling group over the large group.

3. There was a significant difference among replications.
The individual characteristics of the counselors, both neer and
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professional, produced a significant variation in scores amongthe groups.
4. A lesser degree of satisfaction with size of .:-cunseling

group was expressed by students who received professional
counseling in the large group than by students in other coun-seling groups.

This study suggests that peer counseling is a sound and
worthwhile endeavor. Professional counselors might utilize
peer counseling as a supplementary part of their counselingprogram. Order No. 73-22,637, 113 pages.

THE Ef FECTiVENESS OF A BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS
SKILLS PROGRAM INVOLVING FACILITATIVE RESPONDINGAND SELF-DISCLOSURE TRAINING FOR STUDENT
VOLUNTEERS IN COLLEGE RESIDENCE HALLS

Jaquelyn Liss RESNICK, Ph.D.
The University of Florida, 1972

Chairman: Joe Wittmer

The purpose of this study was to develop and investigate
the effects of a brief communication skills program on the in-terpersonal effectiveness of participants in the Student Volun-
teer program at the University of Florida. Student Volunteersare selected undergraduate students who enroll in a credited
course related to student development in the university settingand who are expected to serve as general peer counselors tofellow students in the residence halls. Research has demon-
strated the potential effectiveness of training paraprofessionals
to facilitate their interpersonal functioning with helpees.

An experimental treatment program which integrated com-
munication skills with additional self-disclosure training
(Group I) was compared with a communication skills training
program alone (Group II) and a control group receiving delayed
treatment following the investigation (Group III). A two-part
model of communication was employed: the generator of the
message, the discloser; and the perceiver who assigns mean-
ing to the communication, the facilitative respondent.

The training program combined three major trends in meth-
odology: systematic, integrated didactic and experiential train-
ing; the use of videotape and Interpersonal Process Recall;and the microcounseling paradigm. The training was led by
two experienced counselors from the University Counseling
Center. The three groups were composed of 15 female mem-bers each.

The dependent variables were Facilitative Responding (FR);
Helpee-Disclosure (RD); and Self-Disclosure (SD). The null
hypotheses were that there would be no systematic interaction
effects between treatment and time of testing across groups
for the three dependent variables.

The Ss acted as helpers and helpees in separate 15 -i iinute
analogue counseling sessions with standard partners both be-
fore and after the experimental treatment. Excerpts from
these audiotape-recorded interviews were coded, randomly
ordered, and submitted to trained judges for rating. The in-
struments used were two process rating scales: the Gross
Ratings of Facilitative Interpersonal Functioning Scale (GIF),
and the Helpee Self-Exploration in Interpersonal Process
Scale (DX). Measures of FR were obtained from the GIF
scale; measures of HD and SD were obtained from the DX
scale. The rater reliability (r) calculated between judges
ranged from .91 to .98.

According to the split-plot design with repeated measures,
a two-way analysis of variance was performed across the three
groups for each dependent variable. Significant pre- to post-
treatment gains were found across groups for FR and SD.
However, the null hypotheses were accepted since interaction
effects did not reach statistical significance. It was not pos-
sible to conclude from the analysis of the data that any one
treatment demonstrated greater effectiveness as a training
program.



It was interesting to note that for Group I, pre- to post-
treatment gains were significant at the .05 level with respect
to FR. These differences were not found for the other two
groups. Subjective evaluations made by the trainees following
treatment indicated that they perceived the training as a valu-
able experience. This was not confirmed by the objective rat-
ings, where the average base level of functioning was found to
he sibz.;:e:Int:y less than minimaily facilitative.

The relationship between FR ar.d HD was re-examined in
terms,cf helpee-characteristics. Pearson product-moment
correl.u.ons between FR and HD were calculated for pre-
treatment; post-treatment, and combined data. The relation-
ship between FR and HD was found to be statistically signifi-
cant for low disclosers, as expected. For high disclosers,
however, the correlations between FR and HD did not reach
significance, suggesting that the depth of self-exploration of
high disclosers is independent of the level of facilitative con-
ditions offered.

The implications of these findings were discussed with re-
spect to the training program and the theoretical and method-
ological issues regarding the complex relationship between
FR and HD. Limitations of the current program were noted
and directions for further research were indicated.

Order No. 73-29,206, 131 pages.

EFFECTS OF A SENILSTRUCTURED LISTENING GROUP
EXPERIENCE ON FRESHMEN RESIDENCE HALL
STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-
WHITEWATER. !Pags 82-116, previously copyrighted
prate: tat not microfilmed at request of author. Available
for consultation at the Indiana University Inbrary)

Vernon Lee 12EXII0A Ed.D.
Indiana University. 1973

Chairman: Dr. Darien F. Bovn

Problem: The problem et. the stud: was: (1) to investigate
the effects of a semisiructured listening group experience on
experimental subjects' semantic perceptions of self and others
and their perceptions of their residence hall environment-.
(2) to investigate the effects of a smistructiired listening
group experience led by a paraprofessional leader on the ex-
perimental subjects' sen.antic perceptions of self and others
and their perceptions of Mei, rc':dence hall QM ironment: and
(3) to no est:gate the effects of a semistructured listening
group xpi men«. lid by a professional group leader on the

atal subjects' semantic perceptions of self and others
and thitr poet; lions of their t es.diace hall CIlVir01111,1A.

PrOCell:Irts A past -tist only cuntnl group design was
used to deb. r:nme if there we re significant differences be-
tween the thi i.e t real meat conoitions aril controls. Thirty
UW-W freshinin stations we re assigned from a
group of 243 to tach of the three trcatiiva grobps and the
control grotto. Treatment One consisted of three I.renips of
studints using the Instin.ng Group Program profes-
sional.- (Master's IX re. ti Counseling and thirty hours of
group 1..\pir whet). Triativint Two consisti d of three groups
of students uci ; the Listiiong Group Proerair. led by parapro-
fes einals fuppei class undergraduate t.tudents), and Ti catinent
Three. designed to control for the placiho fleet, consisted of
three groups of students not using the Listening Group Pro -
grain led 1w paraprofessionals. Group members' responses
on two semantic differential seales and the Rating Scale to
Identify iternience Hall Environmental Conditions were ana-
lyzed using a one-way analysis of vat lance design. The F
test was applied and the .05 lei el of confidence was used to
reject the null hypotheses. In VACSSI;1:: the differences be-
tween professionally and Kraprolessionally led groups, a
t-test was used in the analesis of the data.

Findings: (1) No significant differences were found to exist
between the perceptions of self and others between treatments

and controls. (2) No significant differences were found between
the members of the Listening Group Program led by parapro-
fessionals and controls on their scores on the Rating Scale to
Identify Residence Hall Environmental Conditions. (3) There
was a significant difference between members of groups in
the Listening Group Program led by professionals and controls
on the Rating Scale to Identify Residence Hall Environmental
Conditions. (4) Subjective data gathered at the conclusion of
the Listening Group Program yielded an overwhelming ma-
jority of positive responses. (5) All of the paraprofessional
group leaders involved in the Listening Group Program felt
that it was a very positive experience and most of them con-
tinued meeting with their groups alter the regular treatment
had terminated. (6) There were no significant differences be-
tween subjects led by professionals and paraprofessionals in
the areas of the perceptions of self and others. (7) Groups
led by paraprofessionals were significantly more positive in
their perceptions of their residence hail environmental condi-
tions than those led by professionals.

Conclusions: (1) Paraprofessionals can be used as effec-
tively as professionals as leaders in the Listening Group Pro.
gram. (2) The Listening Group Program was well received
and considered a very positive experience by freshmen stu-
dents living in residence halls at UW-W. (3) Paraprofes-
sionals enthusiastically take part in and feel very positive
about the Listening Group Program. (4) There were no dif-
ferential effects on self concept and concept of others on sub-
jects involved in the Listening Group Program, subjects who
took part in a small group experience, and controls.

Order No. 73-10,860, 111 pages.

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE EMERGENCE OF TWO
STUDENT-PEER COUNSELING OFFICES

Louis Conley RICE, Ph.D.
The University of Michigan, 1973

Co-Chairmen: Robert T. Blackburn, James A. Lewis

This study investigates an organized effort by a group of
students to provide peer counseling in an academic setting.
A case study was designed to investigate the emergence of twostudent counseling agencies which developed at approximately
the same time: ore in the College. of Literature, Science, and
the Arts and one in the School of Education at The Universityof Michigan.

Against a model adapted from Katz and Kahn propositions
regarding the development of Jrganizations as outlined in their
text, The Social Psychology of Organizations, the two agencies
are compared. The four stages of development proposed in themodel include: 1) historical background, 2) environment prior
to agency establishment, 3) formal establishment of the agen-
cies, and 4) the period subsequent to establishment. Each suc-cessive phase of the emergence of the agencies had distinctive
characteristics. The comparative analysis of the conditions of
emergence and the stages identified in the model of organiza-
tional development comprise thn major portion of the study.

The study reveals considerations for the development of
student-peer counseling agencies: 1) the prevailing climate of
the school or college and the nature of student-faculty relation-
ships, 2) the quality of student leadership and commitment to
the agency, 3) the extent of politicized endeavors to exercise
power or influence in the school or college, and 4) the degree
of autonomy allowed the student agency. The nurturing of such
student groups requires attention to the sensitive balance be-
tween forms of control that will insure accountability and a de-sign for the agency that promotes autonomy.

In conjunction with recent extensions of student involvement
in the university community, formal student academic assis-
tance programs are developing. The evidence from this inves-
tigation suggests that it is important to seek greater under-



standing about the conditions under which students can be
encouraged to provide complementary academic counseling
services. Order No. 73-24,666, 192 pages.

PEER TEACHING AS A FACILITATOR OF LEARNING:
USING CONSERVATION OF SUBSTANCE AS A MEASURE

Howard Marshall RICHER, Ph.D.
University of California, Los Angeles, 1973

Chairman: Professor Frank M. Hewett

Numerous investigations and professional writings have
suggested the efficacy of utilizing school age non-professionals
as tutors of children with such learning problems as educa-
tional and/or emotional handicaps and mental retardation.
Markedly older, more learned, students were used; infrequently
as experiment only secondarily addressed itself to the finding
that in the dyad teaching situation the tutor achieves greater
gains than the tutored, both socially and educationally.

This study investigated the use of equivalent-age children
as tutors. In order to examine the cognitive changes pre-
cipitated by the dyadal relationship of equivalent age tutors and
students, a task is required which can be taught and which falls
within the developmental capacities of those children investi-
gated, therefore not overly dependent upon teaching skills.
The Piagetian developmental concept of conservation of sub-
stance is such a unique tool; furthermore, there is a large body
of well criticized research delineating methods by which to
investigate conservation of substance.

Subjects were chosen from first and second grade males at
University Elementary School, University of California at Los
Angeles, and Gonsalves Elementary School, Cerritos, Cali-
fornia. All first and second grade males were administered a
pretest and all those in a transitional stage of development be-
tween non-consert ation and conservation of substance were
selected for inclusion in the study. One-third of these transi-
tional subjects were assigned to a control group; the remaining
two-thirds were exposed to two ten-minute training sessions
where subjects were paired off according to similar scoring on
the pretest and one of the pair was randomly appointed to the
role of teacher. A week later on a posttest, highly correlated
to the pretest (r = .7), was administered.

Hypothesis I predicted that the equivalent-age tutor group
would show a greater number of conservers on the posttest
than the student group. Such was the case.

Hypothesis 11 predicted that both the teacher group and
student group would show greater gains than the control group.
This was upheld by the teacher group both by the number reach-
ing full conservation as well as intra-test improvement. The
student group did not show significant improvement as compared
to the controls, thereby rejecting that section of the hypoth-
esis.

Conc iusions

A child, WIWI placed in the role of teacher to an equivalent
age peer and given the task to teach conservation of substance,
will learn more than the child placed in the student role.

Furthermore, conservation of substance can be accelerated;
however, whether conservation is learned or not may relate to
the variable of role assignment.

This study demonstrated a method for fostering cognition
via individualization of instruction within the classroom by
employing teaching dyads. Order No. 73-18,646, 86 pages.,

IDENTITY FORMATION AND EFFECTS OF VOLUNTEER
WORK EXPERIENCES IN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
STUDENTS: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY WITH
IMPLICATIONS FOR COUNSELING AND EDUCATION

Elmer Roland RITZMAN, Ed.D.
Rutgers University The State University of New Jersey, 1972

The purpose of the present study was to examine the rela-
tionship between volunteer work experience and the phenome-
non of identity formation as defined and delineated by Erik
Erikson. Specifically the study was designed to examine
(1) whether correlative indicators of identity formation as set
forth by Erikson and as eperationalized by several researchers
(Byrd, R. C., Rasmussen, J., and Simmons, D.) can be shown
to systematically demonstrate changes in college students be-
fore and after their participation in volunteer work experiences
and (2) whether college students who participate in volunteer
work report resultant behavior which can be directly and in-
ferentially related to successful identity development. Basi-
cally it is hypothesized in this study that a planned volunteer
work experience related to the college student's selected pro-
gram of study and tentative vocational goal will alleviate iden-
tity confusion, enhance the self-esteem, and facilitate the res-
olution of the identity crisis and the achievement of identity.

Subjects for the study consisted of 30 freshmen and sopho-
mores (education majors) at Montgomery County Community
College, Blue Bell, Pennsylvania, who participated as volun-
teer teacher-aides four hours a week for one semester. Two
control groups, prospective-volunteers and non-volunteers.
were matched with the experimental group on selected vari-
ables.

All three groups were administered operational measures
of identity confusion, identity crisis resolution, self-esteem,
and identity achievement prior to the commencement of the
volunteer work experience and again at its conclusion. Two
self-report forms, less structured disguised instruments, de-
signed to elicit data regarding the value of volunteer work in
terms of growth in -occupational identity" and -workmanship"
and to illuminate the statistical findings from the operational
measures, were administered to the volunteers at the conclu-
sion of the volunteer teacher-aide experience.

While the relationships which had been hypothesized with
respect to the various operational measures of -identity" used
in the study were net always in the predicted direction, there
were no statistically significant differences on pre- and post-
test total mean scores for any of the groups. However, the
statistically significant difference--in the negative direction- -
of pre- and posttest scores for male volunteers on a sub-test
believed to be critical in this study (ICI--IV: Apprenticeship
vs. Work Paralysis) suggested the phenomenon of response
bias. The general tendency for posttest scores on the opera-
tional measures, especially the ICI (Identity Confusion Inven-
tory), to be pulled more in a negative direction for both male
and female volunteers than for control groups provided some
additional support for the possibility that response bias was
a factor operating to influence test scores.

Jane Loevinger's theory of test response suggests that
"negative- posttest scores on structured personality inven-
tories may be signs of ego development and growth. Ego de-
velopment facilitates the cognitive ability to self-conceptualize,
which in turn tends to promote less conventional. stereotypic
and more honest. self-critical responses on structured per-
sonality tests.

Titus. while the basic tiypotheses el the study were not con-
firmed through a statistical analysis of the data obtained from
the operational measures of identity, the unexpected "negative
findings" of this study suggest that the volunteers. especially
the males. may have experienced significant erowth in ego
(identity) development. The p.tsitive pit the data ob-
tained from the two :elf- report forms, which indicated .:ro..vei
in identity development for the volunteers, also lent support
to the basic hypothesis of the study.

It was tentatively concluded that the college counselor cteu:d



effectively and efficiently utilize kolunteer work experience 3.3

a vehicle for identity detelopment and achievement in college
youth and as a framework for the tacilliation of counseling.

Order No. 73-6442, 137 pages.

SCHOOL ATTITUDE AND SELF CONCEPT CHANGES
1TFECTED BY UTILIZING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS IN
A COUNSELING-TYPE RELATIONSHIP WITH POTENTIAL
DROPOUTS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Ada Lorean ROBERTS, Ph.D.
Purdue University, 1972

Major Professor: Bruce E. Shertzer

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether stu-
dent-to-student counseling in tits. elementary school with poten-
tial school dropouts resulted in changes in self concept and
attitudes toward school. The "student counselors" were high
school seniors who were enrolled in an exploratory teaching
course. Subjects for the research were fifth grade students
who had been identified as potential school dropouts on the fol-
lowing criteria level of achievement, reading level, at .east
one retention, failing grades in the language arts or mathe-
matics, sex, number of absences, age, employment of parents,
and teacher nomination. Of 145 fifth graders in two public ele-
mentary schools, 37 were identified as potential dropouts.
These 37 were assigmed to one of three treatment groups:
Group I (n=11), student counselors; Group II (n=14), school
counselor: and Group [II (n=11), control. Group counseling
sessions were held for 30 minut s three times a week for 12
weeks. A two wcek training period for the student counselors
preceded the treatment period. Student counselors were trained
in fundamental counseling procedures and techniques, and time
was given to the discussion of elementary school children's
needs and behaviors.

All tifth grade students were administered the Piers-Harris
Self Concept Scale and the Student Opinion Poll (Revised) prior
to the treatment period. All potential dropout groups were re-
assessed :it the end of the treatment period and twelve weeks
later. Socionietric data were collected at the pre- and post-
test periods.

Statistical treatment included analysis of variance, analysis
of covariance, and 1- tests. The results of the research iodi-
nate significant differences between non-potential school drop-
outs and potential school dropouts in this san pie in attitude
toward school, but not in self concept. While in one highly
heterogeneou:: school, differences were significant between the
two groups on both measures (self concept and school attitude),
in the second, more homogeneous school such differences were
not found. This confounding of self concept and school diff.rr-
ences renders the results inconclusive.

No significant positive change in self concept or attitude
toward school resulted from either the student counselor group
treatment or the school counselor group treatment as compared
to the control group. Gains in attitude toward school among po-
tential school dropouts who met in groups with the school' ,,a-
selor approached significance, however. Again, the results
must be reviewed with caution because of the confounding of
school and treatment differences.

The findings indicate a positive relationship exists between
self concept and achievement level, while attitude toward school
and aohievement level appear to be independent of each other.

Recommendations include (1) that the study be replicated
in one school, or if in more than one school, that school be
treated as a variable, (2) that both treatments be given in all
pa: icip,ting schools for both non - potential dropouts and poten-
tial dropout,. (3 that base rates for dropouts he established
for the pIrtit apattrig schools, (4) that screening procedures tor
student counselors be followed carefully, and (5) that the train-
mit period for the student counselors be more personalized
rather than instructional. It was also recommended that student
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counselors be given closer supervision and support during the
rourse at the treitment, and that school staff tie better informed
atilaut the purposes of the program and the role of the student
counselors in the group counseling sessions.
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FRESHMAN STUDENT SATISFACTION WITH THEIR
ACADEMIC ADVISORS

John Joseph ROMANO, Ph.D.
The Pennsylvania State University, 1972

The study concerned an investigation of freshman student
satisfaction with four types of academic advisors. The advisor
types included: faculty, professional, graduate, and undergrad-
uate students. Additionally, the relationship between freshman
student satisfaction with academic advising and student sub-
culture membership (Clark-Trow Typology) was also investi-
gated.

Data analysis indicated that the graduate student academic
advisor was perceived to be the most successful advisor type
of the four investigated. The professional advisor, the under-
graduate advisor, and the faculty advisor followed in descend-
ing order. Of the four Clark-Trow Subcultures, subjects in the
nonconformist classification expressed the lowest satisfaction
with academic advising. Subjects classified academic, voca-
tional, and collegiate in the Clark-Trow scheme all expressed
approximately equal levels of satisfaction with academic ad-
vising,

The study suggested that professional and graduate student
advisors may be considered as effective complements to the
more traditional faculty advisor program.

Order No. 73-7477, 151 pages.

A STUDY OF CHANGES IN ATTITUDES, VALUES, AND
SELI' CONCEPTS OF SENIOR HIGH YOUTH WHILE
WORKLNG AS FULL-TIME VOLUNTEERS WITH INSTI-
TUTIONALIZED MENTALLY RETARDED PEOPLE

Wafted Gus SAGER, Ed.D.
University of South Dakota, 1973

Supervisor: Professor Wellborn R. Hudson, III

Purpose of the Study

Do the attitudes, values, and self concepts of senior high
youth change as a result of exposure to a unique model of ex-
periential education, namely, working as full-time volunteers
with institutionalized mentally retarded people? Answering
that question was the purpose of this exploratory. study.

Procedures of the Study

The subjects were 17 young women and 5 young men of the
Youth Service Corps (an inter-denominational volunteer ser-
vice organization of The American Lutheran Church) spending
nine weeks during the summer of 1972 working at Fairbault
State Hospital, Fairbault, Minnesota, and Woodward State
Hospital-School, Woodward, Iowa. Their experience was a
43 hour work week with the retarded, serving as assistant
ward attendants, doing therapy on a one-to-one basis for an
hour daily, and facilitating program specialties plus a 60 hour
weekly community experience of living together as Corpsmen,
A battery of seven personality inventories totalling 34 sub-
scales and administered as a pre- and posttest provided the
scores analyzed by a t-test and the Pearson r. The .05 confi-
dence level was utilized for all statistical analyses.



Findings of the Study

1. In the Tennessee Self Concept Scale, sub-scales of self-
esteem, self-satisfaction, and social self were statistically
significant. Self-criticism, identity, behavior, physical self,
moral-ethical self, personal self, and family self wert not.

2. In the Study of Values scale, the sub-scales of theoret-
ical, economic, aesthetic, social, political, and religious man
were non-significant.

3. In the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (Form E), the sub-
scales of isolation, specific content of primitive beliefs, formal
content of intermediate beliefs, time perspective, and total
score were non-significant.

4. In Berger's Acceptance of Self and Others Scale, the
sub-scales of acceptance of self, of others, and total score
were non-significant.

; 5. In the Multtple Affect Adjective Check List, sub-scales
of anxiety, depression, hostility, and total score were non-
significant.

6. In the Purpose in Life Test, the scale with a total score
was non-significant.

7. In the Youth Service Corps Semantic Differential, sub-
scales of myself as a Corpsman, my fellow Corpsmen, the
mentally retarded, and total score were statistically signifi-
cant. The institution and its staff sub-scale was not.

In contrast, 30 out of 34 sub-scales were statistically sig-
nificant in their correlation coefficients (r). Four (aesthetic
man, isolation, formal content of intermediate beliefs, and
myself as a Corpsman) were not.

Conclusions and Observations of the Study

1. Youth's perceptions of themselves do change. After
such an intense summer's experience, youth's self-esteem in-
creases; they like themselves more, feel more valuable and
worthwhile, and have greater self-confidence. Also, they feel
more self-satisfied and self-accepting.

2. Iii relation to others, youth function more positively in
their socialization, feeling ino.e adequate and worthwhile in
their human interaction, especially with their peers such as
the Corpsmen and with the mentally retarded.

Youth's self concept can be significantly changed; their
single most basic need "identity' can be increased.

3. Some further informal, non-quantified observations from
countless hours of interviews and conversations with Corpsmen
allow these hypotheses for the future: (a) an institution for the
mentally retarded is an ideal "learning laboratory" for youth:
(b) teens can be dynamic and potent volunteer workers;
(c) senior "agh youth and institutionalized mentally retarded
people are having mutually beneficial relationships; (d) "real
life" experiences may be the new laboratory for personality
changes; and (e) retarded people being both a minority and
displaced respond to teens who give of themselves and jointly
they 'live love" and love life."
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF TUTORS TO THE READING ACHIEVEMENT AND SELF.
CONCEPT OF TUTEES

SHIVERS, Annelle, Ph.D.
Mississippi State University, 1973

Director: Dr. J. M. Woolington

The purpose of this study was to determine whether reading
achievement and self-concept of upper elementary students in
a tutorial reading program are functions of tutor attitude and
tutor facilitation. Previous studies had indicated that the atti-
tude or the facilitative level of the teacher is positively related
to either the achievement or self-concept of students. 1215

posited that a positive relationship between the variables would
point to the inclusion of training in facilitative methods as apart of teacher education.

The tutee population for this study was a group of 39 upperelementary students, all two or more years below grade level
in reading achievement. All tutees met the criterion of a mea-sured level of intelligence (IQ) of 70 or above. The tutor popu-lation for this study was one class of elementary education
students enrolled in EDE 3433, Fundamentals of Reading, at
Mississippi State University during the fall semester, 1972,

Prior to the beginning of the tutoring sessions, the tutor
population was administered an attitude inventory and an indexof facilitative interpersonal communication. The tutors were
then randomly assigned to one of two groups, one of which re-ceived training in facilitative communication. The tutoring
program was conducted over an eight-week period. Each tuteewas tutored two hours per week. Tutees were administered
both pre- and posttests to determine reading achievement andself-concept levels.

Instruments used with the tutee group were the Slosson In-
telligence Test, the Pupil Behavior Inventory, and the Gates-
MacGinitie Reading Test, Survey D, Forms 1 and 2. The
instruments administered to the tutor group were the Minne-
sota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI) and the Exercise
in Communication. An unpublished programmed text, Helpful
Communications in Interpersonal Relations, was used as a
training instrument for the tutor group.

To investigate the relationships between tutor attitude and
facilitative level and tutee achievement and self-concept, the
following questions were asked:

1. How adequately does a combination of the attitude of the
tutor and the facilitative level of the tutor predict tuteeachieve-ment and self-concept?

2. How well does the facilitative level of the tutor predict
(ho achievement and self-concept of the tutee?

3. Hr..: weti does the attitude of the tutor predict the
achievement and self-concept of the tutee?

The data were analyzed by a canonical correlation. The .05level of significance teas used to affirm or to negate the ques-tions.
The canonical analysis resulted in canonical roots of .25and 16. which yielded chi square values of 9.72 (df = 8) and5.90 (df = 6). Neither chi square value is significant at the .05level: therefore, the first hypothetical question could not beanswered affirmatively. Because analysis to determine the

significance of the variate pairs is carried out only when thetwo sets of variables are significantly related, no further anal-yses were undertaken.
These results are inconsistent with those of Aspy (1967)

and Aspy and Had lock (1967), who demonstrated a positive re-lationship between the teacher's facilitative level and the stu-dent's academic achievement. The results also fail to supportthose of Felsenthal (1969) who reported that reading achieve-ment is directly related to teacher attitude.
On the basis of the results of this study, no affirmative

statement can be made regarding the relationship between
tutor attitude and facil:tative level and tutee achievement andself - concept

Recommendations were made regarding future studies:
1. Allowing a longer period of time between the pre- andposttests of tutees could increase the opportunity to secure

significant Pupil changes.
2. The number of hours per week of tutoring could be in-creased.
3. Increasing the number in the sample population could

contribute to a high.' elation among the variables con-sidered.
4. Attempts should be made to eliminate any possibilityof the Hawthorne effect.
5. Tutor training sessions in facilitation should approxi-inale the actual tutoring experience as nearly as possible toinsure transfer of training.
6. A more reliable instrument for measuring achievementshould be considered.
7. The selection of a tutee population with a wider rangeof achievement levels should be considered to eliminate loss



of correlation due to restriction of range.
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PEER TUTORING AND READING ACHIEVeMENT OF
SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS

Aaron Carl STANDER, JR., Ph.D.
The University of Michigan, 1972

Ch..lrinan: Floyd L. Bergman
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The purpose of this study was to develop and test the effec-
tiveness of a student-to-student tutoring program in remedial
reading. The tutors and tutees in this program were seventh
mid eighth grade remedial reading students.

The major question investigated was to find out if seventh
or eighth grade remedial students acting as tutors or being
tutored can make gains in reading achievement as great as or
significantly greater than students receiving regular remedial
reading instruction. The experimental findings of this study
dealing with reading achievement were based on an analysis
of pre- and post-test scores of experimental and control groups.

The students were pre- and post-tested using the vocabulary
and comprehension sections of the Gates-MacGinite Reading
Test. They were also pre- and post-tested on the reading sec-
tion of the Witte Range Achievement Test.

The students who received the experimental treatment of
being tutored by other remedial reading students had signifi-
cant score gains on the reading tests when compared with
ieniedial students who received the regular remedial program
from reading teachers. The students who acted as tutors had
gains in reading achievement that, although not significant,
were water than the control students who received their read-
ing instruction from regular reading, teachers.
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND EFFECTS OF A MODEL FOR
TRAINING PEER-GROUP COUNSELORS DI A MULTI-
ETHNIC JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Marion Baum SUSSMAN, Ph.D.
University of Miami, 1973

Supervisor: Herbert M. Dander

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to develop and analyze the
effects of a peer-group counselor training model.

Instruments Employed

The instruments employed were the Sixteen Personality
Factor questionnaire (16PF) and the Dogmatism Scale as mea-
sures of personality characteristics. The Carkhulf Scales for
Assessment of Interpersonal Functioning as a measure of de-
gree of empathy, warmth and genuineness, and the Counselor
Evaluatini Inventory (CEO as an assessment cif client-perceived
peer-group counselor effectiveness.

Procedures

In a desegregated junior high school in the inner-city biack
ghetto area of Dade County, Florida. a peer-group counselor
training program was deve/oped. The subjects were students
selected by strained random sampling, on the basis of sex and0

0:.

ethnic group, from those who had volunteered to participate in
the program. Before training, the volunteers and a randomly
selected group of non-volunteers from the same student popula-
tion were administered the 16PF and the Dogmatism Scale.
Stratified random samples of 25 volunteers in both the expert -
mental and control groups were assigned the pre-training tape-
recorded task of counseling a "stooge" client for fifteen minutes.
The experimental group was given a prescribed peer-group
counseling training ;"'ogram for eight weeks, two hours one
day a week. A post - training tape-recorded task of counseling
a 'stooge" client was again assigned to the experimental and
control groups. When the peer-group counselors actually began
counseling for two weeks clients were asked to complete the
Counselor Evaluation Inventory after their initial counseling
interview.

Analysis of the data was performed as follows:
Volunteers for peer-group counseling were compared

with non-volunteers on selected personality variables by dis-
criminant function analysis.

The etfectivencs5 of the training prograni was investigated
by employing pre- Jost measures on trained and nontrained
volunteers. Analysis of covariance was computed to find mean
differences on the Carkhulf Scales of empathy, warmth and
genuineness.

Successful and unsuccessful trainees were identified by
comparing scores cn post-training facilitative skills. A score
of 3.0 on all three scales defined the successful trainee. The
relationship of the facilitative skills to pre-training measures
of personality variables was observed by discriminant function
analysis.

Initially-facilitative trainees tt ere compared with initially
non-facilitative trainees on pre-training measures of selected
personality variables by discriminant function analysis.

The effectiveness of all trainees as peer-group counselors
was tested by clients' evaluation of initial counseling sessions.
Analysis of variance was computed on CEI for successful and
unsuccessful trainees.

Results

Volunteers could be distinguished from non-volunteers by
the 16PF and Dogmatism Scale. Eight of the variables analyzed
contributed significantly to the differentiation.

The experiniental group was significantly more facilitative
than the control group on all three facilitative skills after train-
ing.

There were no significant differences between the successful
and unsuccessful trainees on the 17 variables analyzed, but
trends were observab'o.

There were no significant differences between the initially-
facilitative and initially non-facilitative groups on the nine se-
lected variables tested.

There was no significant difference in means between suc-
cessful and unsuccessful trainees on the CEI.

Conclusions

Students who volunteer to be helping persons compared to
non-volunteers are more insecure, hard to fool, participating,
group-dependent, uninhibited, intelligent, forthright, open-
minded.

As a result of participation in a prescribed training pro-
gram, students can learn to become more facilitative.

The types of volunteers who become the most facilitative
peer-group counselors alter training tend to be those who follow
their own urges, are uninhibited and emotionally stable.

Self-referred student-clients find satisfactory counseling
experiences with peer-group counselors whether or not the
counselors are assessed as facilitative.

Trainees who are initially facilitative cannot be distinguished
f, om those who are initially non-fa:ilitative by pre-training
measures of personality :rafts.
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ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RESIDENCE
HALL COUNSELOR EFFECTIVENESS AND CERTAIN
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS. [Pages 87-110, previ-
ously copyrighted material not microfilmed at request of author.
Available for consultation at University of Pittsburgh Library)

Ronald Walker THOMAS, Ph.D.
University of Pittsburgh, 1973

The purpose of this study was to determine if certain per-
sonality traits, as identified by selected personality instru-
ments, were significantly correlated with residence hall coun-
selor effectiveness as rated by students. As a correlate the
study was designed to explore the potential of the selected in-
struments to predict counselor effectiveness and thereby be
useful as part of a selection process.

The personality instruments utilized for this study were all
scales but masculinity (M) of the Guilford-Zimmerman Tem-
perament Survey (G-ZTS), the two major scales, time-compe-
tent (TC) and inner-direc.ed (I) of the Personal Orientation In-
ventory (POI) and all eleven scales of the Eleven Motivational
Factors (11MF). Counselor effectiveness was determined by
scores on the Resident Advisor Evaluation Form (RAEF).

&Wets for this study included all employed male and fe-
male counselors (143) and all students in residence (4,760) at
Indiana University of Pennsylvania. During the fall term,
1972-73 the personality tests were administered to the coun-
selor population. Two weeks prior to the end of the same term,
the RAEF was distributed to 4,760 resident students with 3,362
(71%) of the RAEF's being returned and utilized for the research.

The statistical analysis utilized to determine the relation-
ship between the predictor instruments and the criterion was
the step-wise multiple regression procedure. Because the 11MF
was a motivational scale developed from the G-ZTS by Psycho-
logical Service of Pittsburgh (PSP) several of its scales had
high intercorrelations with the G-ZTS. Therefore, to avoid
score contamination two separate programs were studied. Pro-
gram one included the G-ZTS, POI and RAEF while program
two consisted of the 11MF, POI and RAEF. Data included in
both programs were raw scores on the predictor instruments
and mean scores on the criterion.

Although modest, a significant relationship between several
of the predictor scales and the criterion was discovered. In
program one (G-ZTS, POI, RAEF) G-ZTS scales sociability (S)
and restraint (R) produced simple correlations of .29 and -.24
respectively and a multiple R of .35. In program two, (11MF,
POI, RAEF) 11MF scales sociability (C,) and confidence (B4)
produced simple correlations of .35 and -.08 and a multiple R
of .40.

For this study the RAEF produced a mean of 30.88 and
standard deviation of 5.25 as compared to a mean and standard
deviation of 30.86 and 3.32 reported by the author of the RAEF,
James Duncan. As for the predictor scales, mean scores were
significantly higher (p < .05) than means reported in the test
manuals on seven of nine G-ZTS, both of the POI and two of the
11MF scales. These findings suggest that the counselors, as a
group, were homogeneous thereby partially explaining the
modest multiple correlations obtained. In addition, supervi-
sion interviewing techniques utilized in the selection process
of those counselors used in this study were somewhat effective
in isolating particular personality traits but were not neces-
sarily effective in isolating motivation.

Although the findings of this study were modest, the results
A. show promise and therefore warrant further analogous re-

search. However, it is hypothesized that higher intercorrela-
tions between predictors and criteria will be difficult to estab-
lish until such time as more precise job descriptions for
residence hall counselors are developed and until the typical
counselor role conflict (disciplinarian-counselor) is alleviated.
Also, whenever possible, standardized counselor rating instru-
ments should be utilized so that more legitimate interinstitu-
tional generalizations can be made.
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AN EXAMINATION OF THE EFFECTS OF COLLEGE
STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN VOLUNTEER SERVICE
ACTIVITIES ON SELECTED ATTITUDES AND ACTIVITIES

Edgar Jackson TOWNSEND, Ed.!).
The American University, 1972

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to examine how participation
in volunteer service activities affects selected organizationalpolitical, and interpersonal attitudes and activities of collegestudents. More specifically, the study sought to (1) identify theactivities and attitudes of the sample groups prior to the involve.nient of volunteers in volunteer service activities, (2) determinethe changes which occurred in the activities and attitudes ofthe sample groups following the involvement of volunteers involunteer service activities, and (3) compare these changes
to determine if involvement in volunteer service activities hada differential effect on the activities and attitudes of volunteers.

Procedures

The sample groups were drawn from the University of Dela-ware entering freshman class of 1971, and Included (1) fifty-three students who participated in volunteer service activitiesduring their freshman year, (2) eighty-one Interested non-volunteers randomly selected from three-hundred and elevenstudents who indicated an intention to participate in volunteer
service activities and did not actually participate, and (3) eighty
non-volunteers randomly selected from the remaining two-
thousand, four-hundred, and sixty students in the freshman
class who neither volunteered nor indicated an interest in doingso. The three sample groups were tested with the Student Atti-tude and Activity Questionnaire, designed for use in this study,in October, 1971, and retested in late March and April, 1972.
Additional information was elicited from the American Councilon Education Student Information Form.

The analyses of the data included scale score and item com-parisons within and among the sample groups utilizing the fol-lowing statistical techniques: the Kuder-Richardson Formula20, coefficient alpha, chi-square, analysis of variance, and cor-related t-tests.

Major Findings of the Study

There were significant differences among the sample groupsprior to the involvement of volunteers in volunteer service ac-tivities. Volunteers were significantly more involved in organ-
izational activities and felt greater civic concern than both non-volunteer groups, and were significantly more likely than the
non-volunteers to place faith in the ability of organizations to
achieve their organizational objectives. There were fewer dif-
ferences between the volunteers and interested non-volunteers.
These groups ware similar in their attitudes about organiza-tions, but the interested non-volunteers were less active par-ticipants in organizations than the volunteers. There were nosignificant differences among the sample groups on the remain-ing scales, although the volunteers were more involved in se-lected activities and held more positive organizational and po-litical attitudes than both non-volunteer groups.

The three sample groups changed significantly on numerousscales by the end of their freshman year. Four major conclu-sions were drawn front eNamining the changes within each group.First, all sample groups reduced their overall organizational,
political. and interpersonal activities, while increasing their
participation in selected activities and gaining greater satisfac-tion from their efforts. Second, volunteers, and to sonic extent
interest( d non-% olui.tet rs, reduced their interest and concern
with organizational .n.d civic activities. Wale the non- volun-
tctrs increased their interest and concern. Third, the sample
groups shared a dvercaSing sense of political efficacy, and anincreasmc loci of alienation from the viectoral process.
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Fourth and last. tin sample groups snared a declining sense
of personal compt knee.

Feu sigmficant differences were revealed among the sample
groups when the utthin group changes were compared to deter-
mine the differential effects of the clunteer service activities.
Tun major conclusios... uere draun hem these data. First,
the involt einem d volunteeis in volunteer see ice activities
led to a greater leel of concern and disillusionment with the
ability of organizations to affect change and achieve both organ-
tzational and pct sena' obitcltita. Secondly, these attitudes we
were nct evidenced in the political actions of volunteers, as
they acre tgore billing to take action on political issues which
concerned them than were the non- volunteer groups.

This study rex eald .i hunted cliff( rential.effect resulting
Iron: the volunteer service activities of college students. More
importantly, the study did rcAeal similar changes shared by
the sample groups. These changes were largely In a negative
direction: and demonstrated that the freshman in all sample
groups reduced then participation in most activities, and suf-
fered declining levels of political and personal efficacy by the
conclusion of their freshman year.
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THE EFFECTS OF TWO MODELS OF COUNSELINGPEER AND PROFESSIONALON THE LEVELS OF
SELF-DISCLOSURE AND TRUST OF BLACK COLLEGE
STUDENTS

Bertha Mae WILLIAMS. Ph.D.
Arizona State University, 1973

Chairman: Dr. Robert A. Heimann

This study investigated two models of counseling experi-
ence to determine which best facilitatesself-disclosure and
trust among black college students. The experimental treat-
ment consisted of the professional and peer counselor models
to elicit self-disclosing and trusting responses from the sub-jects.

The professional model consisted of nine white males em-
ployed as counselors at the University Counseling Service,
Arizona State University, six of whom were experienced coun-
selors at the doctoral level. The remaining three were interns
working on Ph.D. degrees in counseling psychology, The peer
model involved nine net sons (four female and five male). They
were third and fourth year black students attending Arizona
State University. The selection was made from a group of 14.
The peer counselors received ten hours of training which was
discussed in this study.

The population of the study consisted of 34 first and second
year black students. who took the Jourard Self-Disclosure
Questionnaire (JSDQ) and the Rotter Interpersonal Trust Scale
(ITS). All students lived on campus and attended ASU. The
data-producing sample involved 12 females and 6 males, Based
on age, classification, and scores of the pretest (JSDQ) of the
total population available for the experiment, the subjects were
organized into carefully matched pairs and assigned at random
to the professional or peer counseling group. The professional
group consisted of seven females and two males, while the peer
group involved five females and four malesubjects.

Both treatment group members met with a professional or
peer counselor for five individual 60-minute sessions, spread
over a three week period. The instructions given to the subject
of both groups were that they could talk about anything they
wanted to during the five 60-minute sessions. The counselors
were not advised of the nature of the study, but were informed
of the time required and the requirement of two audio-taped
sessions.

fhe data collected for this study derivea from three instru-
ments: the Self-Disclosure Questionnaire (JSDQ), the Self-
Disclosure Rating Scale (SDRS); and the Interpersonal Trust
Scale (ITS). Audio-tape i ecordings were made of the second
and fifth sessions. Utilizing the SDRS, two raters were em-

ployed to listen to all of the tapes in their entirety. Two five-
minute segments were selected from each tape and rated inde-
pendently. The self-disclosure statements were scored in
terms of four categories of intimate responses. The reliabil-
ity of the raters was established.

The data were analyzed using a t test to compare mean dif-
ferences between the two groups in terms of self-disclosure
and trust scores. The results indicated no significant differ-
ence of measured self - disclosure and trust between the mean
scores of the groups at the .05 level of significance.

Certain other analysis, not directly bearing on the proposed
hypotheses, was made to determine whether there was a signifi-
cant mean difference in gain scores of the group members as 0provided by the pre- and posttest data obtained from the JSDQ,
ITS, and the SDRS. The posttesting results indicated that allmembers of both groups established levels of measured self-
disclosure and trust significantly higher than at pretesting.
This expected result was important to the findings. The find-
ings were used to formulate implications and make recommen-
dations for further research which were reported in this study.
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THE EFFECTS OF A PEER TUTORIAL PROGRAM (ha
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND SELF CONCEPT OF LOW
ACHIEVING HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS STUDENTS

Paul P. C. WU, Ph.D.
The Florida State University, 1973

Major Professor: Dr. Marian W. Black

The effects of a peer tutorial program on academic achieve-
ment and self concepts of low achieving high school mathe-
matics students were examined in this study. The main pur-
poses are as follows: (1) do students in:prove in self concept
and academic achievement as a result of being tutored; (2) do
high achieving students or low achieving students serve as
better tutors; (3) do low achieving students improve in self
concept and academic achievement by serving as tutors; and
(4) do males or females serve as better tutors?

The subjects consisted of one hundred fifty students who
were enrolled at James S. Rickards High School in Tallahassee,
Florida. The tutees were ninth grade students enrolled in
Basic Mathematics I classes. Seventy-five of these students
were randomly selected to form (1) a group tutored by high
achievers, (2) a group tutored by low achievers, and (3) a con-
trol group. The low achieving tutors were selected from stu-
dents enrolled in Basic Mathematics II classes. Fifty of these
students were randomly selected for a tutor group and a tutor
control group. High achieving tutors were selected by their
classroom teachers from Algebra II and Geometry classes.
The treatment was conducted for eight weeks.

Training for the tutors was conducted over seven sessions
not including an orientation session. In addition to the training
sessions the tutors met for inservice instructions once a week.

The study employed a pre test-post test control group de-
sign. For the pre and post tests in academic achievement, the
mathematics computation section of the Comprehensive Tests
of Basic Skills, Level 3, was used. Form R, of the CTBS
was used for the pretest and Form Q was used for the post
test. A modified version of the Sears' Self Concept Inventory
was used for both the pre and post tests.

The data were analyzed by the statistical consulting office
and computer center at the Florida State University. An anal-
ysis of variance was used to determine significant differences
between the three tutee groups. When differences occurred,
Duncan's Range Test .vas used to locate the differences. To
compare low achieving tutors and the control group a two
sample t-test was used and in comparing the pre to post tests
results a paired data t-test was used.

A one way analysis of variance revealed no statistically
significant differences in self concept or academic achieve-



ment among tutees with high achieving tutors, tutees with tow
achieving tutors and the control group. This same procedure
indicated no statistically significant differences in academic
achievement or sell concept between tutees with high achieving
tutors and tutees with low achieving tutors. A t-test indicated
statistically significant differences in academic achievement
but not in self concept between low achieving tutors and the
cortrol group. Finally a t-test revealed statistically signifi-
cant differences in academic achievement between tutees with
male tutors and tutees with female tutors.

The major findings of the study were: (1) low achieving
tutors did significantly better in academic achievement than
the tutor control croup, and (2) the tutees with female tutors
did significantly better than the tutees with male tutors.
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Ti40 RESIDENCE HALL STAFFING APPROACHES TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF MATURITY IN MALE FRESHMEN

Kenneth Edward ZIRKLE, D.Ed.
Vie Pennsylvania State University, 1973

Purpose

The purpose of this investigation was to ascertain for male
freshman students living in residence hall units in which the
resident assistants were either counseling-oriented (treat-
nent A). or administratively-oriented (treatment B), or in
units in which there were no resident assistants (treatment C)
the relationship between resident assistant job behavior and
:II student maturity, (2) student grade point average, and
13) selected student behaviors.

Procedure

During September, 1972, approximately one-half of all
freshman males living in residence units comprised of at least
JO percent treshmen were asked to participate in a study deal-
ing with maturity. Maturity was assessed by utilizing Heath's
Perceived Self-Questionnaire which yields a total maturity
cote and the following subscores: (1) stability, (2) integra-

(3) allocentricism, (4) autonomy, and (5) symbolization.
During the ninth week of the Fall Term, treatment units A and

:sere determined by compilation and analysis of the data used
..id:scriminating between counseling-oriented and administra-
"7ely-oriented resident assistants, whereas treatment C units

re those randomly selected from among those units with no
reantent assistants. During the tenth week of the Fall Term,
nil freshmen from the three treatment units were asked to
c..unplete Heath's Perceived Self-Questionnaire. The final

reselted in sixteen treatment units comprised of 229
participating freshmen. There were six treatment A units
AN z 81). five treatment B units (N = 75), and five treatment C
..nit:, A.: 73).

A unique method of discriminating between high counseling-.
oriented and high administratively-oriented resident assistants
was developed for use in this study. Each resident assistant
was assigned scores, ranging from 1 to 5. based on his
achievement on the following measuring instruments: (I) the4. Scales for the Measurement of Interpersonal Relationship
Skills, (2) Supervisor's Rating, (3) Form D of the Rokeach
Dogmatism Scale, (4) Form 40 of the California F Scale, and(5) the Hodinko Student Opinionnaire. The average of thesecomposite scores resulted in a total score for each participant.
Those with composite averages of 2.0 or less were labeled as
counseling-oriented whereas those with scores of 4.0 or morewere labeled as administratively-oriented.

Conclusions

Results of this study indicate that there are significant re-
lationships between resident assistant job behavior and the de-
velopment of maturity among freshman males. Students from
the counseling-oriented units had maturity scores significantly
higher (.001) than did those from the units with administratively-
oriented resident assistants or those from units with no resident
assistants. In addition, analysis yielded a significant difference
of .05 between treatment and no treatment with students from
treatment A and B units achieving higher maturity scores than
those from treatment C units. Significant differences (.05) were
also found in the relationship between the type of resident as-
sistant job behavior and change in each of the five develop-
mental dimensions that make up maturity. Students from
treatment A units had significantly higher scores for each di-
mension than did those students from either treatment B or C
units.

Those freshmen whose resident assistants were counseling-
oriented had significantly (.05) higher grade point averages than
did those from units with administratively-oriented resident
assistants or those from units with no resident assistants.

The students in the counseling-oriented units as compared
with those in the administratively-oriented units or those in the
units without resident assistants differed in that they (1) had
more contacts with the resident assistant concerning theft pre-
vention, personal concerns, and informal matters, (2) had
lower assessments for physical damage to the unit, (3) made
more room changes within the unit and fewer requests to move
out of the unit, (4) had considerably more unit activities, and
(5) felt they knew their resident assistant better, saw him
more as a counselor and friend, and preferred to have him as
their resident assistant again.
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